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1
CHAIHMAN RAINS:

If I might have your attention, I

2

would at this time like to call to order this meeting of the
3

Joint Legislative Committee for Revision of the Penal Code.

I

4

night indicate preliminarily that the comments today are being
5

transcribed, and that whatever is said will be reduced to
6

transcript form, similar to what I have in my hand.

Those of

7

you who wish, at the conclusion of this hearing, to secure a

•

8

copy of the transcript, if you will so advise us, we will see
9

that you get one, once it is, in fact, prepared.
10

Before going further, I would like to introduce, to my
ll

immediate right, to your left, Mr. Edward Cohen, who is the
12

Project Director on this whole area of child molestation,
13

Mentally Disordered Sex Offenders, and also is the Chief Consul14

tant, Chief Attorney to the Joint Committee.

To my left, at

15

this time, is Jennifer Moss who is a Consultant and Staff
16

Attorney to the Joint Committee.

Seated to her left, is Nancy

17

Marshall, the Executive Assistant to the Joint Committee, and
18

also, Lucio Lopez.

Lucio, is a Sergeant of the California

19

20
21
22

23
24
25

26
27
28

Senate.

And should, at any time today, anyone present wish to

have a message relayed to me, if you so advise Lucio, he will
see that I get it.
shortly.

Senator John Doolittle will be joining us

We were awaiting his arrival, but given the time

constraints, we are going to proceed at this time.
I would like to begin by reading a prepared opening
statement before we hear from our first witness.

I want, first

of all, to welcome to today's hearing on child sexual abuse and
molestation, all of you.

This is the third in a series
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2

of hearings being held by the
2

for Revision of the Pc

's Joint committee

s

Code.

The alarming increase in reported cases of child

3

sexual abuse in California resulted in the

Join~

rn~~ittee

5

holdincr a hearing last December to deterrine the scone of the

6

problem and the areas in which legislation miqht be needed in

7

order to

8

in this state.

9

hel~

reduce the high incidence of child sexual abuse

The Joint Committee's fincinqs have, thus far, been

!0

most disturbing.

I!

other states which have revised their la'.•7S to deal more

12

efficiently and effectively vd th persons

13

For example, there are no courtroom procedures in California

California's laws in this area laq far behind

~.,rho

molest children.

designed to lessen the psycho

1 harm donP to the 'Tict.im

15

durinq the prosecution of a case.

The psychological effects

16

on the victim caused by present courtroom procedures and

l1

prosecution methods are frequently every bit as serious and

18

long lasting as the criminal act itself.

19

not being trained to deal with child sex exploitation cases.

~()

~eace

officers are

Agencies such as Big Brothers, which select peonle

21

to work closely with children, are not allowed access to

22

information to determine if the apnlicant has a record of

23

convictions for sex offenses.

24

2S
26

27
28

Yet, it is common knowledge to

those who work within the criminal justice svstem that child
molesters gravitate to jobs or avocations where they come in
close contact with children.
Sane common types of child molestina situations,
especially those involving family members, are those where
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3

tho same child is victimized over a period of several years.
2

By the time the crime is reported, it is often too late to

3

prosecute because the statute of limitations has expired.
In certain instances under present law, a convicted

4

5

child molester who has been determiner to be a mentally

6

disordered sex offender, that is, one

7

in California, can receive probation and out-patient mental

8

treatment.

9

has been widely disnuted.

who~

we refer to as MDSO

The effectiveness of this rehabilitation nronram
Convicted offenders while on

10

out-patient status have committed serious molestations, a

11

particularlv outrageous example being the murder of t\.<70 and

12

one-half year old Amy Sue Sietz by Theodore Frank.

13

As Chairman of the Joint Committee for Revision of

14

the Penal Code, I have introduced a comprehensive package of

15

six bills designed to place California in the

16

taking the legislative steps necessary to reverse the increase

17

in child molesting crimes, and to make California's child

18

molestation laws the toughest in the nation.

19

passed the Senate cTudiciary Committee, another Committee \vhich

20

I chair, on Tuesday, April 21st.

2!

~ore~ront

by

All six bills

On April lOth, I chaired a hearing in Los Angeles to give

22

concerned citizens in southern California an opportunity to

23

comment upon this specific leqislation.

24

more expert witnesses, and concerned citizens in northern

Today, we have invited

California to give us the benefit of their cornMPnt.s

P~.nr'l

26

suggestions in connection with these bills.

27

given advance copies of the legislation to review, and today,

28

they will share their thoughts with us.
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All have been

Our first witness will be Dr. Carolyn Swift, who is
2

Djrcctor of Prevention Services, Southwest Community

3

lledlth Service, from Columbus, Ohio.

4

I

plt>a sc come forward.

~ental

nr. Swift, if vou would

It is a pleasure to have vou with us.

s

You are a recognized expert throughout the nation, and I am

6

sure that your testimony is going to be very, verv informative.
DR.

7

S~V'I FT:

Thank you, Senator Rains.

8

pleased to be here.

9

the interested members of the audience.

I am very

Members of the Committee and Staff, and
This is an extremely

10

important area, and one which needs attention across the

11

nation.

12

needs.

13

in California.

Unfortunately, it's not getting the attention it
And I continue to be amazed at what you are

~oing

here

If this package of bills is passed, you will be the
JS

most progressive and outstanding state in the nation in

16

protecting our children aqainst child molesters.

l7

Across the nation, there is a tendency to deny what

lB

is happening to children, and part of this denial on the part

!9

of the public and lavr enforcement results in a fantastic

20

under-reporting of this crime.

21

ten percent of the incidence of child molestation and abuse
is ever reported.

It is estimated that less than

And when one thinks of that, that 90 out of

100 cases of child molestation are probably not reported, and
then one looks at conviction rates, less than one percent of those
25
26

end up in any kind of conviction rates, we realize that our
children are really unprotected.

')~

~~

28

Research has shown that up to one-third of our
entire population is the unwillina victim of a sexual
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5

experience during their childhood.

Now, that's shocking.

2

That's one-third, not only of the females, but one-third of

3

the males in our nation, according to research, indicates

4

have had some experience of this sort.

5

in that, for most people, is that boys or Males are also

6

victims of sexual abuse.

7

Now, the surprise

The media, television, nevrspa):')ers, magazines, often

8

tend to sensationalize any kind of sex crime.

9

crimes against children are featured in the media, very often,

10

ll

And when sex

it's little girls who are commonly shot>m as victims.
I would like to present to you today that boys are

~

not only victims of equal risk of child assault, sexual

13

assault, but that this is very significant for the

14

perpetuation of this crime across generations.

IS

Groth, who submitted testimony in the previous hearing, but

16

who is not here today, has done the definitive research in

17

this area, indicating that a very high nroportion o¥ little

18

boys who are sexually abused grow up to he sexual abusers

19

themselves.

20

Nicholas

It is a common statistic in the area of child abuse

21

that children who are abused grow up to be abusing parents.

~

And it turns out that this is the case with sexual abuse, as

23

well as with other kinds of abuse.

24

that correlation is not one--to-one.

25

was a witness who had been

26

who took offense to my saying that. He felt that somehow, I

27

saying that he would be an abuser, and he was not

28

abuse~

I would hasten to say here
In the last hearing there

as a child, a male witness,

~n

a~user.

What I am saying is that for convicted child
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wa~

molesters, who are, by the way, 98-99% male, a great many of
1

them, a much higher proportion than in the general population,
2

have had victimization as children.
3

Now, the importance for that, then, is that if we could
4

identify this when it happens, and help those boys who are
5

sexually abused, and intervene at that very young age, then we
6

could, perhaps, prevent a whole cycle of sexual abuse that would
7

occur in later generations.

This is why this is important.

8

I come from the mental health profession.

I am a

9

psychologist.

It has been the vogue over some decades that we

10
11

I

can treat a great many mental problems, emotional problems and
so on.

Many of the public feel that we can treat sexual offend-

12

ers.

The fact of the matter is that when it comes to sexual

13

child abuse, there is no established treatment that is effect14

ive.
15

There have been some promising programs with regard to
16

sexual abuse of children, where the abuser is a family member.
l7

You have right here in California, through Hank Giarretto's
l8

program, and the Parents United Program, a very promising
19

20
21
22

23
24

25
21>
27

program which is, in fact, being modeled across the country.
The jury is not yet totally in on that program, as those of you
know, who work in the area of law enforcement, rescidivism takes!
several years to get any good data on.

You don't release a

person from a program, and say, six months later, that person
has not committed another offense.

You need at least two years,

three years, a five year, a longitudinal kind of study to say
whether or not that's efEective.

The early data from

28
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7

Dr. Giarretto's program is very promising.
tcqislation, I note,

difh~rentiates

So, that your

between the family offender,

2

that is, the male in the family who commits incestuous sorts of
3

acts, and the stranger to the child.
4

s

I would like to say here that there is a common myth,
you know, that sexual child abuse is the dirty old man syndrome,

6

the stranger in the bushes with the trenchcoat that hops out and
7

offers the child candy.

•

The fact of the matter is, that at

8

least in 80% of the cases of child molestation, the offender is
9

well known to the victim.

This means that the offender is a

10

family member, is a neighbor, is a Scout Master, is a school
ll

12

teacher, a gym teacher.
the offender.

In 80% of the cases, the child knows

This is one of the things that makes it so

13

difficult to report.

As you can imagine, in the case of the

14

15
16

17
18
19

20

•

21

22

23

family member, there are all sorts of pressures on the child not
to get daddy in trouble, not to rat on your brother.

In fact, I

was here three years ago at a conference in which I did a
workshop on sexual abuse of children.

I was approached by a

reporter, a San Francisco reporter, afterwards, who asked what
promising measures we had toward preventing this.

I said one

thing that was discussed was perhaps a hotline where children
who were being abused, or who thought something funny was
happening to them could call and talk to someone.

The reporter

24

was incensed about this, and said, "You mean, you are really

25

suggesting that children fink on father?"

26

the father might, in some senses be betrayed.

27

advocating for the child.

28
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This shock was that
He was not

8

What I very much like about this legislation, and
2

3

)'our

who c

a:1proach

herf'

s your advocacy for the child victirn.!

I have found that rare, and I arn extreme

impressed by it.

I

I would like to say, then, in just expanding a bit
5

on the offender, we talk about the fixated offender and the

6

regressed offencer.

7

That is the adult male who prefers children as sexual partners,

8

when given choices, prefers children.

9

for which we have no treatment at all.

The fixated offender is the pedophile.

This is the oftender
The disturbing

10

fact is that all over the nation, these offenders are beinn

II

released over and over again on probation.

12

bargaining so that they continue to be free in our society to

13

molest children.

14

that issue.

There's plea

The legislation you have here would address

II

It also addresses the issue of the regressed offender~

JS
16

And by that, we mean the offender who orefers adult females

l7

as sexual partners, but under stress of one kind or another,

I

and sometimes just in terms of a particular opportunity that
!9

nresents itself, may victimize one of his ovm children.

~~

are looking toward treatment for this offender because of the

21

complexity of this situation with regard to the victim.

~

clear that when a stranger sexually attacks a child, separating

2:l

that stranger both from the child and from societv
solution.

j

Tle

It's

s a good

But, when the person who molests the child is the

25

father, then the separation brings a.bout a number of

26

complications, often the loss of support for the family, often

27

the blaming of the victim that goes on among other members. The

28

mother may abandon the child if she thinks she has to choose

'I
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9

between the child and the father, and so on.
So, because of tlwt very complicated situation, we are
2

looking for other alternatives, and I think that the Parents
3

United Program is a good one.

What your legislation does with

4

regard to this case is set out certain criteria which will
5

permit the judge to put the offender on probation, or to have
6

other sanctions aside from imprisonment if these criteria are
7

met.

•

8

Let me say more about why this is such an underreported
9

crime.

Not only is the child basically inarticulate in capacity

10

to complain about what has happened, in the case of a five or
II

six year old child, or as we heard earlier this morning at the
12

press conference, this example of the two and a half year old
13

girl, these children are in no position to explain to other
14

people what has happened to them.

Very often, they do have the

15

words to talk about what parts of their body were attacked, what
16

the sex acts were.

Not only that, the two people involved in

17

the crime, the offender and the victim, neither of them are
18

19

20
21

22
23
24

25
26
27

28

going to talk about it much.

Certainly, the offender not,

because that incriminates himself, and the child often because
they don't know were to turn, who to turn to, or the words in
which to express the victimization.

(Very often, the people to

whom they turn to deny it, sometimes the mother, if it is an
interfamily situation.)

Shockingly enough, teachers who are

often recipients of this information, don't know what to do with
it, so they do nothing with it.
Let's say that the child does report it, and it successfully gets into the criminal justice system.
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Then what often

happens is a continual traumatization of the child through
2

having to repeat and repeat and repeat the story to one person

3

after another, after another.

4

interrogate the chilct very often have had no training in this

5

area.

6

child very direct questions about what parts of the body were

7

involved, and what the acts \'rere.

8

here, I feel it important to say that many children suffer

These people who

They feel embarrassed and awkward in trying to ask the

So, that as a professional

9

\

more trauma, sometimes, from the investigation and the

10

I

procedures following the original act of victimization than

!

11

they did with the original victimization if it was a non-

12

forcible, non-coercive, and no bodily harm was done.
There is some research that shows that children who

13

''

complete the court process by testifying and so on a::-e more

IS

severely scarred afterwards in life, in terms of psychological

16

hangups and trauma than children who are prevented from going

17

through that process.
That's why I am very pleased at the bill which

18

That's S. B.

19

permits video taping of the child's testimony.

zo

587, where the child victim's testimony is per.mi tted to be

21

video taped, and introduced into evidence in the subsequent

22

trial.

JJ

permit their children to report this.

I think this would encourage parents, perhaps, to
And, as a psychologist,

I think it would be much less traumatic for the child for this
2S

to happen.

26
27

28

I participated in one such session previously, and
was able

with this procedure, to elicit testimony from the

ere
I=child,
wha s ,

in previous hearings with the same chilO, the
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11

child had been so overcome by the courtroom and the procedures
2

that the child had not been able to even speak.

3

wjll be both helpful in encouraging reporting being less

4

traumatic for the child, and in obtaining convictions.
To speak a moment about the effects of child sexual

5

•

6

molestation on the victim in later life, first, the severity

7

of the effects, of the trauma seem to revolve around three

8

variables.

9

the child, of course, was battered at the time of the sexual

If

incident, then there is much more trauma than if this was a

ll

non·-coerci ve, non-as saul ti ve incident.
The relationship between the child and the offender

13

is a significant variable.

14

the relationship, the more traumatic the experience.

15

you think about this for a minute, you can see why this is

J6

true.

17

the parents.

1B

honor thy father and thy mother."

19

fabric of our society, so that when father says, "Go to school,

20

you can't stay ho!:le today," the child does that.

21

says,

22

because of punishment, the child obeys that.

23

reinforce that at every level of our society.

24

-

How much force was used, that's the first.

10

12

I

So, I think thi's

Interestingly enough, the closer

If

We build into our family trust between the child and
One of the Ten Commandments is, "Thou shalt
This is built into the tvhole

When father

"You can't go out to play," or, "Go to your room,"

What then happens to the

chil~

We all

when the fAther says,

25

"Go into the bedroom and take off your clothes and lay down on

26

the bed and submit?"

27

that is established between parent and child.

28

child grows upto understand how she or he was victimized, you

This violates the relationship of trust
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When that

12
have serious psychological effects.

We are still dealing
kin~

2

across the nation with the effects of this

3

A very high proportion ofteenaqe prostitutes were sexually

molested within their own families.

of relationshi

A high pronortion of

5

runaways, both male and female, are running away from

6

situations of family sexual victimization.

7

drug abuse, particularly in women, turns out to have followed

8

a history of sexual victimization.
So, there are very serious side

9

High incidence of

ef~ects

o~

sexual

assault of children.

10

I would like to address each of the bills, and give

11

First, on SB 586,

12

my opinion on what the impact of this is.

13

with regard to your definition of sexual crimes against

14

children.

15

~any

l (,

acts of Penetration.

17

obvious acts of penetration, but also the exploitation of

18

children for the sake of sexual titillation of another,

19

sexual arousal of another.

w

imnortant that the definitions be as you have them.

This is excellent.

It is quite comnrehensive.

states simply talk about acts of penetration, oral-genital
Your definitions address not only those

I think this 1s extremely

The mandatory prison terms for persons who commit

21

22

this crime, I think, again are excellent, and go back to the
point that we do not have an effective treatment.

So that in

the past, an offender perhaps has been mandated to treatment,
and then, after a certain period of time, attending a certain
26

27
28

number of sessions, passing a certain number o"" test.s, will be
!

released again to society, without undergoing a sentence,
without fulfilling

a

sentence, but simply completing some
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13

sort of treatment.

We have found that this is not effective, so

I very much like the mandatory prison sentence.
2
3

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

I would like to inquire at this point.

4

We, of course, want to think that psychotherapy has advanced to
5

that point where we can, in fact, enjoy great success in

treatin~

6

these people.
7

DR. SWIFT:

Right.

6

II

It has been my observation that, in

CHAIRMAN RAINS:
9

fact, that is not the case.

You seem to be saying the same

10

thing.
II

DR. SWIFT:

Right.

12

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Do most of your colleagues now agree

13

that perhaps the science is not as exact as perhaps they had
14

hoped it might be by this time, and that, in fact, mandatory
15

prison terms, if we are, in fact, to protect society, are called
16

for?

This is a very harsh provision in this bill, to be sure.

17

DR. SWIFT:

Yes, it is a very harsh provision.

Let me

18

say that most of my colleagues in the mental health profession
19

who have familiarity with this area, with this field, and with
20

these offenders would agree.

Unfortunately, just as there is a

21
22

23

lack of training in law enforcement around how to dea with sex
crimes and sexual offenders, there is very much a lack of
training in schools of psychiatry and psychology and so on with

25
26
27

the fixated sexual offender.

So that if you were to talk with

many people, say, in family and children's clinics across the
nation who have had no training, and maybe have had one or

26
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two cases of this in their entire

essional career, they

might have a philosophy about whether treatment is better than
prison sentences.

It is their own lack of sophistication, I

think, that would bar them from the concensus.
I think the significant reponse there is, that for
6

those of the professionals in the field who are familar with

7

this area, I think there is a concensus.

a

I example,

9

I hearing

wl
ll

Nicholas Groth, for

and some of the people who testified at the earlier
who are experts in this area.

I

think the experts do

agree.

I
CHAIR~1AN

12

RAINS:

That's interesting, because in

13

addition to those you mentioned, Dr. Summit feels the same

11

way.

~~

who enjoy the greatest respect around the nation seem to some

16

degree unanimity concur.

17

And it would appear fron what you are savinn that those

DR. S\\IIFT:

I

think that is true, and I think it is

a case of having to improve training for other professionals
in order for this to be a corn.Til.on concensus across disciplines.
The extention of the statute of limitations, which
21

Bill 276 would bring about, is again, very

22

many times the child is threatened when this haopens to then.

goo~,

hecause so

If you tell someone, "I'll hurt you, I'll kill you,'' and so on,
that the child, it's only when the child becomes a little
2S

older, and begins to develop a sense of self-respect that thev
realize they were exploited and they want to tell somebody.
And at that point, when they do tell somebody, perhaps the

28

statute of limitations would have expired, and there is no way
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or dcaJ ing wi Lh that offender, who continues ·-- then is free
2

Lo c:ontinuc to f11olcst young children.

3

five years is certainly a step in the right direction with

4

that.
CHAIRMi\N RAINS:

5
6

•

As a matter of fact, we have no"r

amended the bill and raised it to six years.

7

DR. STVIFT:

8

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

9

DR. SWIFT:

Raised it to six, verv crn0r'l.

Verv good.

Yes.

Then, Bill 277, that makes it harder for

10

known child molesters to gain access to victif'1s is also a

II

significant step toward progress in this area.

12

literature is replete with instances where leaders in youth

13

groups, leaders in Boy Scouts, gym teachers, have molested

14

children.

15

gave at the earlier hearings, the case in which I have personal

16

knowledge, in a midwestern state, where, on an in-patient,

17

residential facility for children, disturbed

18

maybe there were 20 children in that particular ward, most

19

of whom had been admitted to protect them from sexual abuse

20

at home.

21

I think the

I would like to repeat here, I think, an example I

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

chil~ren,

where

Doctor, have your studies evidenced

22

that child molesters tend to gravitate toward those programs

;n

where they are placed in supervisory or disciplinary,

24

authoritative positions?

25

-

So, the extension to

DR. SWIFT:

Absolutely, they do.

And this is the

26

case, yes.

27

person in that institution had sought the job, and asked to be

28

on the ward with children.

And in this particular situation, the custodial

And it turned out that he had been
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nolestina the children on that ward over a 12 month period.
one or two of the children had complained, but they were

2

~nd

3

on a psychiatric in-patient ward, and the theranist thought

4

they were fantasizing that, that it had happened at home to

s

them, they were removed from home and brought into a nrotective

6

situation.

7

situation, and even the professionals could not recognize this.

8

After 12 months, it was recognized.

9

was then checked, and it was discovered that he had been

They were being revictimized in the protective

The man's previous history

10

convicted of sex crimes in another state.

11

of that state into this state, and

12

actively sought a job where he had authority over children,

13

and continued the victimization.

He had moved out

So, I think this is ver:;.r important that you would
15

have access to prior victimization records with

J6

extrer.1ely important.

chil~ren,

The training that S. B. 588 would provide for law

l7

IB

enforcement agencies is extremely important, as well.

19

that deals with the trauma the child suffers through.repeated

::o

interrogation, and sometimes, really verbally abusive kinds of

21

interrogation about this.

1\nd

I have sat in, not here in

California, in other states, I have sat in on interrogations
23

where the child is attacked verbally, "You are lying, aren't

24

you?

25

the child then becomes very silent.

26

able to prosecute this crime.

You are really making that up, aren't you?"

So that

And we end up not being

I am very happy about this, and

I think officer Goldstein, who will testify later, has an
28

excellent program projected to deal with that sort of training.
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CIIAIRHAN RAINS:
2

an~

3

sensitive to some of these problems that confront the child

4

victim, and to the extent that we have, for illustrative

5

purposes, the possibility of video taoin0 in the courtroom,

6

do you think that given this type of approach, that we might,

7

in an indirect fashion, because this is one of the purposes

8

we are trying to achieve, encourage people to come ¥orward and

9

to report to a greater degree than is now the case, that is

other specialists receive more training and become more

10

to the extent that we can lessen the psychological harm done

ll

the child victim?
DR. SWIFT:

12

•

Yes, I do.

I think the whole thrust

13

of this legislation will accomplish a number of thinqs, both

H

increase the reporting because of the reduced trauma to the

15

child.

16

trauma to the child, and perhaps preventing the kind of

17

emotional scarring that has occurred so often in the

lB

prosecution.

19

perhaps this can increase reporting is a good one, it is good.

:~o

•

To the extent that peace officers

Then, of course, the humane asnect of reducing the

So,

I

think your assumption that

That is pretty much of a summary of my response to

21

this package .

22

would repeat, in my experience, it would be the most

23

in the country toward advocating for our children and for

24

child victims of this crime.

25

I think it's an excellent package.

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Again, I
progressiv~

I have a few more questions, Doctor.

26

You made the comment that in your opinion, about one third of

27

all children in our society are molested, and you factored into

28

that equation males and females, if I understood you correctly.
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DR. SWIFT:
CHAIRMAN RAI

2
3

Right.
Is that based upon anv kind of

empirical study?

4

DR. SWIFT:

5

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

6

Yes.
Could you relate that to us?

I

have heard that statistic before, from a number of experts.
DR. SWIFT:

7

Most of those figures are based on

8

retrospective reporting surveys, that is to say, if I were to

9

pass out a survey to people here in the room, the

~uestion

10

would be,

11

act vJi th an adult 1vhen you were a child?"

12

child, were you ever forced into a sex act with an adult?"

13

And when these studies have been done, they were done with

14

Landis, I think 1956, is one source for this.

15

of the first who founc. this.

16

Indiana,

17

Landis' survey found the equal victimization of cross-sex.

lB

Then, a researcher named Walters also found a fourth to a

!9

third victimization.

20

me is that there are so many sanctions against reporting, and

21

against saying that it happened.

22

reasons to rerress that if it happened to us, that I think even

z:;

"\'Jere you ever the unwilling participant in a sex

found

a

"When you were a

And

was one

But, the Kinsey Institute, in

fourth to a third women reporting this.

Now, what is interestinn

~hout

this to

And we have psychologically

this admission, being able to recall that when you are an

24

adult, this is based on retrospective recall, has the flaw of

25

defective kinds of distortions of memory.

26

27

28

Freud pioneered the whole philosophy around
repression, that we tend to repress unpleasant things, and
we tend to repress particularly sexual incidents that are
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unpleasant.
2

female clients who reported incest experiences.

3

beginning, he published this.

4

peers that at one point then, he said -- his peers were saying,

5

during Victorian times, "Gee, these marvelous Victorian fathers

6

couldn't be doing this to their children.

7

it up."

8

perhaps his female victims or clients were fantasizing.

9

it has been proven, and establi*hed, and now accepted that his

In the

And he was so pilleried by his

They

~ust

be making

And he then, in print, came to the conclusion that
Since,

10

female victims were not fantasizing.

ll

truth, and even at that time, bein9 further victimized by not

12

being believed.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

13

•

Freud, himself, was amazed at the number of his

They were reporting the

You know, I have now heard that

14

statistic a number of times, and I was absolutely startled the

JS

first time I heard it.

]6

hiqh.

l7

field seem to all say around 30 to 35 percent.

HI

what crosses my mind is, I've got to believe that if the

19

studies evidence 30 to 35 percent, that in fact, it's probably

20

higher because one thing you have pointed out, there is

21

sometimes, we all know, repression to such a degree, that it is

22

not recalled, because a person just doesn't want to.

23

second thing is, that however confidential the report may be,

21

however confidential you may try to make the person being

25

questioned believe the study will be, I'm sure that there are

26

those who still won't make the admission.

I thought it can't possibly be that

And yet, again, those who enjoy the

27

DR. SWIFT:

28

CHAiruffiN RAINS:

~ost

resnect in the
And I guess

And the

That's true.
For fear that perhaps it really
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20

won't be confidential.
That's true.

2

DR.

3

CHAIPJ-1AN RAINS:

4
5

S1>7IFT:

And that leads me to believe that

maybe it is even more pervasive.
I l I< •

~~\·J

think it is.

I I•" I' :

r t-hj nk <m imnortant

6

thing to remember here is part of the incidence fi<]ures will

7

be a function of what your definition is.

s

study, for example, exhibitionism was included, to ask if you

9

were ever the unwilling participant in a sexual experience with

And in the Landis

10

an adult when you were growing up

may include heincr exposed,

li

in his study, being exposed to nudity.

12

questionable definition.

13

have talked about involves physical contact, your definition,

11

a great part of that.

IS

stringent definition, and not talked about exhibitionism.

J(,

even so, they have found a third.

17

general kind of a figure.

IR

was the San Francisco Police Department figures, in 1976,

19

showed a third of the victims who reported this as a crime in

20

the police statistics, a third of those were

21

Kansas City, for that same year, we corroborated that.

I

think that's a

For our purposes, most of what you

I

And subsequent studies have used a moBuret,ll

I

A third seems to be a

Let's see, it

~Rl~.

Again,

when one is aware of the sanctions against little boys
23

reporting this, one is sure that the figures are much higher,

24

because when a little boy reports being victimized, there is

I

a double taboo there. It isn't just that a sexual act has occurked,
21l

I

which is taboo, like an adult male with a female child, but

:n

there is the fact that it is same sex victimization.

28

is the taboo of homosexuality.

So, there

And very often, the child is
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given the message, the little boy, if that hannens to you, you
2

don't dare tell anybody about that.

Ro,

I think that's a

3

p<nt i_cu larly under reported kind of crime.

There are statistics, again, the Landis study, shows

4

5

that of the third of males and females who reported this, in

6

later years, in the retrospective study, they were all asked,

7

"Did you tell anybody at the time it happened?"

8

half, it was in the 40 percent, of the women 1;-rho 1-J.a0.

9

victimized, did tell somebody.

I

But, only 16 percent of the

10

boys who had been victimized, ever told anyone.

ll

differential reporting by sex of this, too.
CHAIRMAN:

12

And almost

So, we have

Doctor, I would like to introduce you and

13

others present, or introduce to you Senator John Doolittle, who has

11

arrived.

15

Sacramento and other environs.

16

early testimony focused on one part, in fact, the only part

17

of SB-586 with which I think you have expressed some difficulty

l!l

in the past.

19

position.

20

ought to have mandatory prison sentences across the board,

21

whether it be incestuous, whether it be in-family, there should

22

be no exceptions whatever.

He represents a goodly portion of the City of
And, John, much of Dr. Swift's

And please correct me if I

Senator Doolittle's feeling,

~isstRte

vnu~

I believe, is that we

Is that basically accurate?

2:l

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

2<~

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Yes.

SB 586 is, of course, I the toughest

25

bill.

26

But, we do try to draw distinctions, keeping in mind the child

27

victim as well.

28

extensively into it as before, address that once aqain, because

If passed, it will be the toughest law in the nation.

And I wonder if you might, without going as
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~2

he may have some questions that he would like to pose.

And it

2

is a long drive from Sacramento, and it is for that reason tha

3

ho was not here earlior.
DR.

4

SliVIFT:

I have an understandinq

0~

~he

nroblerns

5

that you have with that section, partly because. I had just

6

said, one of the variables that leads to increased trauma

7

later for the victim is if the relationship with the offender

8

was a close one.

9

father and the child, and in some senses, there are those who

Does a betrayal of the trust between the

10

say, "vJhy should that person, who is not only offended against

11

the child, like the stranger did, but offended against his

12

own child, why should that person have a liahter treatment

13

from the lav!?"

11

set of effects that come about when the chilr'l becomE.s the

15

cause of the father's being removed from the fami

Jfi

essential breakup of the family.

It has to do, for me, with the verv complicated

, and the

What we have found in the mental health profession

tJ

w

is that when the father is removed and imprisoned for this,

19

very often, the mother turns against the child.

20

daddy in prison."

21

the breadwinner of the family.

22

breakup of the family as it has been known, but the child then

"You PUt

There is the loss of support, you know,
It may lead to not just a

will often come, who is in therapy, and beg us to do something to
get the father back because everyone has disowned her at this
2S

point.

26

approach is, if it is possible to have treatment in this case,

'27

and to maintain the integrity of the family, it would be the

'28

most productive for all involved.

It is a very complicated situation.

And I think our

And the program you have
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here in California, through Parents United, and Hank Giaretto'sl
2

prooram,

Now, I did say that the jury is out on this.

3

I

There

4

arc very good early statistics indicating 90 percent

5

effectiveness, in the 90th percentile of the proaram.

6

caveats about that have to do with the fact that when you

7

measure rescidivism, you have to have a period of time in

8

which to do that.

But, mv

Six months is not good.

My second problem with it has to do ,.,i th the fact

9
10

that offenders, once discovered, tend to move out of that

II

area.

12

recommitting these crimes picking up their families and moving

13

them to another state.

H

really have good followup across the board over a long period

J5

of time, we won't know.

16

jury is out on this kind of a program, the legislation you

17

have here permits the possibility of maintaining the integrity

IB

of the fanily.

19

child, if force has been used.

:!0

I

is uqajn, trw liqht of hope in this area.

21

22

So, you may have the hardcore people who are

Until there are good statistics which

And I guess I would say, since the

There are provisions that 1vould protect the

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

\ve still have mandatory prison in

that case, even within the nuclear family.
DR. SWIFT:

Right.

And then it's at the discretion

2:l

of the judge.

24

child is in any danger for this to be recommitted, you knov1,

25

of this sort of crime, then the man would be removed.

26

think that it is an attempt to try to balance here the harm

.,.,

And also there is a provision that says if the

h~r~ ~one

~·

done to the child by the sex act itself, and the

28

the child in the family by the way society treats that.
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So, I

to

And

L..4

I don't know that we have a perfect answer, but I think that
2

it's a good one,

3

this point.

I

thi~k

it's the best one in the nation at

SENNPOR DOOLITTLE:

4

I don't think there is a perfect

5

answer to a complicated situation like this.

And I kno•.v it ' s

6

a close question.

~=n.mnort,

7

for this bill, it's not to criticize, really, Senator Rains,

8

or the people that support it, because I know it's a

9

complicated issue.

And I don't, by my lack of

complete y,

I guess I come down more on the other

10

side.

ll

is certainly preferable, I think, to what we have now, and I

12

have supported all of the other bills in this package.

13

I may end up being on the losing side of this other issue.

But, as I have indicated to Senator Rains, his bill

And

I
I
related,

What concerns me in the bill is that we don't limit
JS

it just to the parents, but it is anybody there who is

J(,

livina within the household, as I recall.

17

DR. SWIFT:

I see.

In other words, it isn't just

a father offender.
19

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

20

DR. Shi'IFT:

21

22

Right.

And you don't object to that as much as,

maybe, if it were an uncle or a brother?
SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

Yes.

not force used within the home, to find a meeting of those
And therefore, non--prison types of treatment,

rnanda tory pr _[son, you know, makes it 10 0 percent, ilnd on Lhc
.,~

~I

28

I

I think the narrower itqetd,

because I think if there is going to be a tendancy, where there- is

four criteria.

I
I

other hand, this other way, if it is, as I am suspecting, a
loophole that you could drive a truck through, possibly, then
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25

we are not goina to see much treatment that way for these
2

other individuals.

3

the classes of individuals to whom that could apply, say, it's

4

limited to the parents, or the father,

5

aren't often guilty of this crime, that would be more

6

satisfactory to me.
DR. SWIFT:

7

•

T·2

•

So, if there is a narrowing, at least of

I

guess the mothers

More acceptable to you. I can understand

8

that point.

9

if an exception is made, and the judge does not impose the

I

think there is a provision here that says that

10

mandatory sentence, then the judge must put in \vri tinq what

11

those reasons are.

12

very rigorous monitoring of this to see that, in fact, that is

13

not a loophole which a truck is driven through, and that

11

everyone is being let off through an almost cursory use of that

IS

particular section.

16

there is a very careful review of the case, and a thoughtful

17

going through of all the criteria involved.

18

judge is held accountable for that.

19

extremely important.

2o

concern I

21

you know, here is something that could be a loophole.

22

think that this is something you would want to monitor and

:n

see whether it becomes such or not.

24

And I would hope that there would be some

But that when an exception is made, that

And then the

I think that that is

And then, in fact, your concern is a

shared when I first saw this legislation.

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

I said,
And I

I've just got to nersuacle my

25

fellow brethren on the Judiciary Committee to help me hold

26

those judges accountable.

27

DR. St'HFT:

28

extremely important.

I think that's extremely important,
I mean, you can do so much with
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legislation, but it can be
Clll\1 H£1NJ

2

1{/\.IN~;:

un~one.

And that's a very leqitimate

3

concern, because, to the extent that naqistrates or judqes

4

do not adhere to the legislative intent, then to that same

s

extent, any law, no matter how tough it is, does not achieve

6

what we would like to have it achieve.

7

out earlier, we have done our balancina act.
DR. SHIFT:

8

But, as vou pointed

Right.

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

It's a very tough balancina act.

10

We have come down on the harsher side of the coin.

11

100 percent, which is a position that can be argued with some

12

coqency.

13

very few exceptions.

It's not

But, I would daresay there ought to be very, very,

DR.

S\HFT:

Right.

CHAI mmN RAINS :

But, when that exceptional case

16

arises, it seems to me as though we have got to recognize it,

17

in being cognizant of the need to care about that
DR. Sl'JIFT:

It seems to ne it

v7ou]r'~

he

chil~

''Prv

victir.

aood if

19

this, you know, when this becomes effective, that there be

20

setting of a point, one year hence, 13 months hence, in which

21

there would be a review of the cases anfl. hm'' many of these

22

cases that came to the attention of the court fell into this
exception clause, and how many used what reasons.

I mean, I

would really like to see a study done on that.
25

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

26

turns out, that a

27

information.

28

stu~y

DR. SVIFT:

I would

ho~e

that however it

is done so that we flo have that

Pinht.
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CIIl\IRHJ\.N RAINS:
2

pedophile, that came from the audience, that

3

woman just in order to molest a child.

4

provision in SB-586, the so-called stranger clause that does

5

call for man0atory prison sentences.

minh~

ma~~v

a

That comes under a

Thank you very much, Dr. Swift.

6

•

I have a question here about the

'T'hat was very

7

enlightening testimony.

8

I

9

you made a number of complimentary statements about narents

I

might make one comnent, because

think we are somewhat proud of the work they have done, that

10

United.

And you are probably aware of this, but if you are

II

not, Parents United started right here in the Bay Area, in

12

Santa Clara County, Hank Giaretto.

13

Coby will be one of our witnesses todav.

14

a great deal of inout.

J5

to their concerns as we drafted this legislation.

And in fact, Elizabeth
And they have ha0

And we have listened very carefully

16

DR. SHIFT:

Thank you for the opportunity.

l7

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Thank you.

The next \vitness, in

Ill

fact, will be Elizabeth Coby, who is counsel for Parents

19

United, and involved in the child sex abuse treatment training

20

program.

21
22

MS. COBY:

that I am very impressed by Dr. Swift's eloquent testimony.

2:)
24

Senator Rains, I first just want to say

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

It was very eloquent, indeed. Very

insightful.

25

MS. COBY:

I think that her description of the

26

nature and dynamics of child sexual ahuse we wouldn't change

27

at all.

28

the "tIS

I think she has dotted all the •· i' s" and crossed all
II •

And I don't want to belabor certain points.
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I would like to go on and point out, though, a few
practical problern.s that have come up anc'!. hmv

~·re

h;:,_ue c'!eal t vri th\
I
I would also point out that we

this on a day to dav basis.

have now been going ten years, and our rescidivism rate is
5

still barely minimal.

6

indicated, at this time.

7

be coming in.

a
9

l

I

It's even lower than Dr. Swift
So, I am hoping that the jury will

CHAIRfffiM RAINS:
lower than ten percent?

So, you are suggesting that it is
I think that she felt it was around

ten percent in your program.
MS. COBY:

No, it is lower than five.

12

CHAIRMAN RAINS;

13

r1s. COBY:

11

percent.

LOvler than five percent.

Ttiihat we can ferret out is less than one

But, we suspect it is between three and five Percent.

Nhat we have been doing is keeping in contact with those
16

I

families, many now for eight or nine years.

11

CHAIRHAN RAINS:

18

MS. COBY:

Even if they move from the area?

Not the ones that have moved, but that

19

raany are no longer leaving the county because t:b_ev no longer

20

have the need to do that.

21

can maintain themselves in the community, and there is no

They can now keep their jobs.

Thev

longer a need to run and hide from this problem.
23
24

One of the things Dr. Swift is right about is the
overwhelming numbers of cases that happen of in-family abuse.
And quite frankly, we don't have enough prisons to lock up

26
27

23

20, 25 percent of the rn.ale population in California, and have
whatever percent guard them while they are there.
The other thing that I would be concerned about with
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mandatory prison, not that these fathers don't deserve it,
to

sen~

our pro0ram is victim oriented.

3

to nrison only because that child needs that father.

4

the one that is going to bear the guilt, and she needs to

5

reestablish that trust basis with him if she is ooinq to be

6

able to distinguish sex froB affection as an adult.

them
She is

By developing our program, last year, in Santa

7

8

Clara County alone, we had over 400 families come forward

9

voluntarily, that's half of our cases just in Santa Clara

10

County, because they knew that they could get help, that the

ll

father might do a period of time in county jail, but they were

12

willing to take that kind of a risk, because they knew they

13

could get help, and they knew the family would not be

14

destroyed.

15

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Do you think that there would have

16

been fewer families come forward if there had been absolutely

17

no exception whatever?

11:1

exceptions.

IY

•

Ne don't

wan~

2

MS. COBY:

I mean, we have

ver~

limited

There is no question about that.

~hese

20

decisions are very often family decisions, and also, very

21

often the decision of the father, himself.

22

program, there were around 30 reported cases a year in Santa

23

Clara County.

:_1cl

there are literally thousands of children who are no longer

25
26
'27

28

When we began the

Now, there are BOO reported cases.

And, yes,

being abused, because those families felt safe to come forward.
CHl\IRMAN

Rl\INS~

So tha.t's what, over a 2,000

percent increase?
MS. COBY:

That's correct.

I think the others --
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:'0

reality, I
f other

child.

understan~

r rom the rc s t o
'I' he'

that fee

about distinguishing the

the rna les ters who turn out to know the

distinction that we want to draw in our societv

II

I
l

is what kind of relationship that child feels she has with that\
man.

r

If that man has been her st

since

6

she was one year old, it doesn t make any difference to her

7

that he is a stepfather, than a real father.

8

figure.

9

ahead and reports this, and how she feels about the molest is

He's her father

And her response to what she does, when she goes

10

the same.

And it is on that basis that we wanted tn have all

11

in-family members wentioned within that when there is a case.
He have had two cases where pedophiles have married

12
13

women in order to get to their children.

14

clear, very quickly.

JS

kind of treatment in the program.

That also was very

These men were not accorded the same

said, "They are pedophiles.

de went to the court, we

1

We cannot work with pedonhiles,

11

just as anybody else cannot.

And we cannot say to vou that

lB

you should not lock this man up."

19

happened in those two cases.

l'md in fact, that has

In theory, sometimes it's difficult to distinguish
21

often the pedophile from the in-family molester.

22

practice, it is really very easy.

:.n

now would go to prison in Santa Clara County, because that is

But, in

And those kinds of cases

what happens to out of horne molesters, the predator, the
')C

~·'

pedophile.

And that would continue to happen, because at the

26

time of sentencing, we would tell the court -- in fact, we

27

usually tell the court way before that, that this man turns

28

out to be a pedophile, and we need to protect society from him.
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One of the things that I think is very important

•

2

about your bills that hasn't been mentioned in too much detail

3

is the need for police training and district attorney

4

training.

5

90 percent confession rate.

6

are sent to Parents United come back and confess to the

7

police later on, anyway.

s

successfully.

9

and it is simply a matter of training.

10

The San Jose Police Department now has over a

These cases can be

han~lerl

These ?rosecutions can be done successfully,
And we are very

pleased to see that that kind of problem is addressed.
For that reason, we are also very happy about the

11

12

video taping provision, because testifying in a courtroom is

13

very traumatic.

~~

policemen are so well trained, we don't ao to preliminary

J5

hearinas.

16

years.

17

every year.

18

19

I would like to indicate, because our

We haven't had a trial from a program case in eight

And we only have a handful of preliminary hearings

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

You have not had a trial in this

area, in Santa Clara County in eight years?
MS. COBY:

•

And most of the others, when they

No, not in a program case.

21

22

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

And you are saying that the D.A.

has been aggressive?
MS. COBY:
25

The District Attorney has been aaqressive.

The charges have been filed.

26

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

27

MS. COBY:

~

But, it has been because of pleas?

It's because the police know how to

interview well.
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1

CHAIRJI1AN l"U\INS:

I

Oh, no, I'm sorry.

sctid Dleas,

T

I

I p-1--e-a··s.

2 I

I

3

I

4

I
II

MS. CORY:

Yes, pleas.

Yes, the first thing with

I

I

fathers, the uncles, the brothers must do is take

5

responsibility for their acts, and plead

6

child from having to qo on the stand and go through that

7

further traur:1a.

8

9
10
ll

CHAIRJI1l\.N RAINS:

lty, and save that

Based upon my own experience as a

former prosecutor, that is guite a statistic, because that is
not found in most places.
MS. COBY:

That's right.

And when our

r.?.~es

are

12

handled well, that child is interviewed once and only once.

13

Her testimony is taped, unbeknownst to her at that time, and

''

she never has to go inside of a courtroom.

iS

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:
CHAIRJv'IAN RAINS·

17

Mr. Chairman?

Yes, Senator Doolittle.

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

How do you feel about the issue

w

of, whether it is limited to the natural narent, or even maybe

19

an adoptive parent, but what about a step-parent or a relative,

w

a member of the victim's household is a live-in

21

MS. COBY:

boyfrien~

right.

We apnly the same criteria, because as I

~

said, to the child, if that man is playing the father figure.

23

We have cases where the father next door is the father figure
because her own father ignores her.

•)C
,_,)

26

concerned, that is her father, and she has those guilt feelings
if anything happens to him and has that sense of betrayal.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

28

As far as the child is

But, and yet we are going to send

him to prison because he is the man next door.
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MS. COBY:
2

man next door out if he, in fact, has that kinr' of in--family

3

dynamic with the child, and if he is not a Predator.

4

once again --

5

6
7

My bill would call for mnndatory

prison in that situation, though.
MS. COBY:

That's right.

But, I think that those

are the kinds of details, when the jury comes in in the

9

Parents United prograr1, what happens in many of the counties

10

is that these people are all sent to us, and then they are

11

screened out.

And those distinctions are made.

CHAIRHAN RAINS:

I have a question

¥ro~

~he

audience

13

that I think the person would like me to ask you.

l1

true that you found in the child sexual abuse treatment

];)

program that many offenders feel that they should do jail tiMe

16

in order to pay for what they have done?

17

MS. COBY:

Absolutely.

JB

do go to jail.

19

rehabilitation process.

20
21
22

23

-

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Now,

8

12

•

I would like at some point to keen the

And most of our offenders

That is a necessary part of the entire

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

So, your findinas lead you to

conclude that nost pedophiles do, in fact, have quilt feelinns?
MS.

COBY:

No, in-family molesters.

T·'TAs

tha.t

pedophiles or in-family?

24

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

25

MS. COBY:

26

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

27

~ITS.

28

Isn't it

COBY:

In-family.

In--family.
Well, this doesn't distinguish.

No, most in- family molesters in our proqrar:l

go to jail, they need to.
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4

CHAIRMAN RJ\INS:
~iS.

2

CODY:

You intended to focus on in-· family?
They need to go to jail.

Yes.

Quite

3

frankly, the process that the father has to go through is very

4

painful, very frightening.

5

forced to, through the coercive means of the criminal justice

6

system.

7

that have gone through our program that have not been

a

I
I

9

I

And he will not do it unless he is

We have had many cases now, probably three, 400

prosecuted.

And in every single case, that family has dropped

out, disappeared, and then what happens is we pick up the

10

children years later as runaways.

11

system and the involvement of the juvenile justice system are

12

essential to this entire rehabilitative process.

13

easy, it's not nice, it's not pleasant.
CHAIRHAN RAINS:

And the criminal justice

At one time,

1\~s.

It's not

Coby, we were

15

informed that you were going to try to bring with you today

16

a victim, a victim's mother, victim's father.

17

to do that?

lB

MS. COBY:

19

CHAIR.r-·1AN RAINS:

20

Yes,

I

Were you able

am.
Are they willing to come forward

and testify?

21

MS. COBY:

They are willing to come forward, but

22

they would request that the television cameras remain outside,

23

so that they will not be identified.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

25

now.

26

MR. WILLIAJVTS:
News.

28

I don't believe we have any on right

Yes, I'm Ben v'iilliarns of Channel Five

That's perfectly all right with us.

NA ha,~

Rlready

talked to the principals involved, and we \vould not show their
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fnc0s.

We would like, however, to request permission shoot

2

them as she is sitting now, from the back, as they testify,

3

and I am sure that

CHJ\IRHJ\N Rl\INS:

4

5

Would their be any objection to

that·?
MS. COBY:

6

•

wouldn't mind that.

There will be no objections as long as it

7

is not shown in a revealing manner.

8

CHAIRMAN E.I\INS:

9

MS. COBY:

Yes, okay, fine.

Senator Doolittle! the only other thing

10

I want to make, point that I 'ivant to make is that \ve don't

II

include, or want included stepfathers and uncles and cousins

12

to be nice to them.

13

it is the child who is aoing to suffer.

We want them included because if we don't,

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

14

Thank you very much.

For obvious

JS

reasons, I won't ask that you identify yourselves.

J(,

know which of you would like to begin.
MS. COBY:

l7
18

I don't

Perhaps the mother would like to heqin

first.
MS. BRAWNER:

19

I

have no problems in identifying

:w

myself.

21

Parents United.

22

the program for a little over ten years.

23

necessary that I be here, because my case is one of the

24

examples.

25

examples of what happens to children who a.re involved in the

26

judicial system from the very beginning, and it is not treated

27

in a proper manner.

28

I am very open about who I am and my involvement with
My name is Sharon Brawner.

I have been with

I feel it really

My daughter and her victimization is one of the

In my dauahter's case, I found out about her molest
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by reporting her as a miss

person.

reported her missing, ::: final
3

that she had been

4

given no details.

~olested

I

crot a call,

an~

out after havin0l

was notified

and taken to the hospital.

I

was

5

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

6

7

molestation?
MS. BRAWNER:

8

9

So, this was a case of forceful

No, it was not.

This was her father.

But, this was how she was picked up and taken to the hospital.

10

She was at the hospital with uniformed officers for about three

11

hours before I found out and was able to get to her.

12

informed that we were gainer to have to be interrogated.

13

were taken to the police station and interrogated again for

14

another two and a half hours.
Now,

15

I

We were
\'1e

know my daughter was already feeling trauma,

16

she had to have been just from the molest.

''

walked out of that police station,

I

But, when we

know that

I

felt like

I

was as much a criminal, if not more so, than my husband., just.
19

by virtue of the

20

we went through.

21
:/')

kin~,

and the quality of

interrnn~tion

that

In following that interrogation, my daughter ,,.ras
unable to talk beyond her survival needs for,

"I'm hungry, I

want to go to bed," some acting out.
CHAIRHAN RAINS:
MS . BRJ\\<'Jl'.JER :

How old was she at the time?

She was a month short of nine years

old.
'27

CIIAIRHi'\N r-;AINS:

28

.M.S. BRA\"JNER:

Almost nine?

Yes .

About six months into the
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process, after
2

havin~

been questioned over and over and over

a<;ain, druq in and out

f

the courtroom, or which I was not
no advocate, or anybody with

J

4

5
6

her.

She was taken into the courtroom by a bailiff, put on

the witness stand, and required to testi
ten months.
CIIAiffi.ft.AN RAINS:

7

8

HS. BRMVNER:

I was not allowed to be in the

courtroom at any time, under any circumstances.
CHAIRMAN FAINS:

ll

•

And the judge excluded the parents,

or the mother?

9

10

This went on for

12

justification for that?

]3

H.S.

What was his justification or her

I was told that it was a closed court

BRAVVNER:

14

hearing, and because of that, I was not allowed in the

15

courtroom.

16

I

tl

her.

lB

tantrum, and I was told that I vJOuld be held in contempt of

19

court if I didn't obey whatever their rules were.

20

really, the extent of the trauma that my daughter endured

21

during that time just by being by herself, I

22

would have gone in contempt of the court and demandec'! to be

:n

there with her.

When I was told by the district attorney,

demanded that I

be with her, at least sit in the room with

And he told r1e that I

CHAIRMZ\l': PliiNS:

:>4

coulcn't be, and I

That's outran,eous.

threw a tem!"ler

Had I known,

think I probably

I

mean, with the

:~5

experience I have had, I have never heard of that, where the

26

mother --

27

28

MS.

I don't know what happens in other

BRAI·'JNER:

courtrooms, I'm just citing my example.
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CHAim1AN T\AINS
2

~

Nof no.

And I aM qlad you are,

because if that is harnening, that is --

3

MS. BRA\i!NCR:

4

CHAE<-MAN RlUNS:

I

can tell vou that in other
I mean, that's

5

address in my bills, and perhaps

6

absolutely outraaeous.
MS.

7

so~ethinq

shoul~.

I

merl'l,

don't

I

+-.hat's

BRA'VJNER: I agree with you, it is. And the result

8

of that, I can tell you later.

9

yet.

At this point I'm not ready to

I'm getting to that point.

One of the reasons why I am

Io

here is in supcort of .the two bills, one requirina that those

ll

people involved in interrogating the victim in, ,the family be

12

especially trained.

13

in my daughter's case, and I know that it is still continuing

14

in other communities throughout California where ceoole are

They have to be.

And can you imagine,

not trained, she vas sitting in a very sterile room, across
J6

the table, while he sat there, across from her with his gun

17

and his holster,

lB

was interroqating her.

l'l

before Parents United was off the ground, and before we could

20

reach those different police departments within Santa Clara

21

County.

22

police department has a specialized unit

an~

kept fingering his gun the whole time he
Now, I have to state that this was

Since that tiMe, that does not hanpen because each
o~

o~~icers

who have

gone through trainin0, have been taught how to interroaate, and
they understand how crucial that trauma is if it is not handled
25
26

properly.

And the victims are now usually interrogated once,

and that's all that's necessary, primarily because they have
been trained in knov.ring how to interrogate the victim.

28

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

That's only in Santa Clara County?
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MS.

•

•

BRA~'JNER:

To my knmdedae, yes.

I would like

2

to say that my daughter was again molested four years

3

later, by a different m21n, who, I ar.1 grateful to savisinprisor,

4

and I <1m in whole support of that because his· molest on her

5

was extremely violent, threatening with a qun.

6

continue for two years, with drug abuse and other forms of

7

violence perpetrated on my daughter.

8

finally got enough guts to come and tell me what was haopeninq

9

to her, her one J?lea was,

It did

HO\·Tever, when mv daughter

''Mama, I don't want to qo to court

10

again, please don't make me go to court again."

11

ignorance, and my wanting to protect her, I tried to remove

12

her and myself and my son 1vi thout going through the judicial

13

system.

H

get reported.

15

dauahter, and tryina to fight against the system, it didn't

J6

qo verv well for either one of my children.

!7

since then been on the run, and has continued to be on the

lB

run.

19

drugs, is still using drugs.

20

that she was in the state of

21

doing.

I moved my children out of state.

She refuses any form of counselling.

23

HS. BRM'JNER:

28

She has been into

My last contact with her was
Texas~

I don't know what she is

How old is she now?

She will be 18 in May.

CHAIRHAN RAINS:

27

My daughter has

vJe have no family in Texas.

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

26

It did ultimately

And because of r1y 'i•Jantinq to orotect mv

22

25

And in my

For how lona has she been on her

own?

ns.

BRAV.7NRR:

Since she v:as 14, since it was reported

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

So, at that point in time, when it

was reported, she fled the state of California?
·-------·-

--
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HS. BRAWNER:

-

I took her and her brother out of the

2

state to protect them from further violence from this man and

3

placed them with relatives in another state.

4

CHAIRMl',N RAINS:

5

HS. BRAWNER:

Oh, I see.

And it was from that point on that my

6

daughter continued to run.

7

counsellina.

8

evidenced in the drugs that she takes all of the time, and

9

the things that she does, her promiscuity.

Of course, her behavior is self-abusive,

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

10

She refuses any form of

~'Jhile

it is on my mind, I want to,

ll

you have really raised something that we have not been

12

discussing, and I want the staff to take note, and I want to

13

specifically instruct staff to look into provisions, whether

11

it be in a different bill, or amending one

15

before us, whereby, it is made absolutely clear, without any

16

equivocation whatever, that a judge or a magistrate must allow

17

a

lfl

a courtroom anytime that child victim is going to

19

otherwise be obligated to appear.

~0

par(~llt

or

I am really stunned to

I'Vell, again, I don't Jrnow t.hat it is

CHAIRl'1AN RAINS:

\qell, even if it happens only with

great infrequency, it ought not to happen at all.
HS . BRAV'JNER:

26

2B

testify~

that particular --

2S

27

or other custodial relative to accompany a child into

JI1S. BRAWNER:

2'',,
24

the bills

hear about this particular case.

21
22

o~

MS. COBY:
on this.

I agree.

Senator Rains, maybe I can shed some liaht

The District Attorney, traditionally, I think when

people --well, that includes me anr Hank Giaretto, don't have
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a lot of experience, it is hard for us to realize that the
2

mothers did not knm.r what's going on.

3

mothers are considered witnesses, or potential witnesses,

4

and they arc kept out of the room, out of the courtroom while

s

the child testifies on that basis.

6

allowed to have an adult, there is a statutory provision for

1

her to have an adult of her choice.

8

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

9

The child is usually

¥'Jell, that was my recollection, but

apparently, it didn't happen here.

10

MS. COBY:

II

CHAIRMAN PJ\INS:

12

And so often, the

alone.

No.
If the child was

force~

t0 no in

I thought that we had
MS. COBY:

The child was forced to go in alone

l4

because at that point, Sharon, the first time that this

15

happened was back in 1971, when Dr. Giaretto had first co~e

16

alone.

17

with Dr. Giaretto, and at that time, there was nobody to

18

protect the children, nobody to be a child advocate, to go to

19

court and say, "Your Honor, you know, there is this law, this

20

statute."

21

You were one of the first three mothers that worked

CHAIRMAN R"I\INS :

There was no other neiahbor, no

other relative, no other person who had
23
24

MS. COBY:

Nobody informed the family that that was

a possibility at that point.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

26
27
28

Because, my recollection is that we

have a specific provision
HS . COBY :

~'Je

do, we do.

CHAIRHAN RAINS:

In fact, yes, 868.5
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the Code of

42

Civil Procedure dictates that an adult is afforded the
2

3

opportunity to be present.
advised of that.
MS. COBY:

5

But, a9parently, you weren't

\Jell, that's right.

Now, Sharon makes

sure that the new families coming in the program, for those
handful, the one or two percent that go to preliminary hearing, 1
she makes sure that those families know that that child has
a right to have an adult in the court.
CHAIRMAN P.P INS :
HS. BRAV1JNER:

Okay.

In conclusion, why I am sharing what

ll

has happened in my particular case is to show you what I know

12

is going on in other communities, perhaps not in the exclusion

13

of an advocate for the child in the courtroom, but certainly,
the kinds and quality of their interrogation that goes on, and

JS

how much it really, really does severely traumatize the

J6

victim, who is already traumatized.

11

honestly, didn't feel that there was anythino wrona until the

18

police got involved.

19

mavbe not okay, but she really, truly didn't feel like there

w

was anything wrong until she had gone through the whole

21

judicial process.

22

had told, because her daddy was going to 00 to prison.
support of that, I

My daughter, quite

She knew there was somethina that was

And then, for her, the wrong was because she
So, in

am really, really advocating the training

24

of anybody who is involved in interrogating a victim, and the

25

video taping of a victim to be presented if there is a

26

possihility of that particular hearing going to court.

'27

CHAIRHAN RAINS:

28

~1S.

COBY:

Thank you very much.

I think next we will hear from our

vicj

L------------------------------------------------------------------------I
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a member of Daughters and Sons United.
CHAIRMAN

2

R~INS:

Maybe we can call you Susy, or is

3

ANONYMOUS:

CHAIRMAN RAINS·

5
6

No, my name is Shannon.
Oh, we don't have to have a real

name.

7

ANONYMOUS:

That's okay, it doesn't bother me.

8

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

9

ANONYMOUS:

Okay.

Was it Sharon?

Shannon.

10

CHAIRMAIN RAINS:

11

ANONn10US:

Shannon, okay.

I was molested by my stepfather for

12

four years, from the time I was nine to 13.

13

man.

14

anything he said was gospel, I guess.

1s

began to molest me, I was nine.

!6

wrong.

17

household.

He had been in my life since I was a year old.

IH

1'1

I trusted this

I

I

So,

-- when he first

didn't think anything was

I didn't know that these things didn't happen in every

CHA I RJI1AN HAl NS :

Lucio, could you get her some water,

please.

20

ANONYMOUS:

I

was scared, but I trusted him, so what

21

I thought he was doing was okay.

22

talking about sex and stuff in school, I began to realize that

23

what he was doing was wrong.

24

to.

25

because I didn't-- I didn't think she would believe me, even

26

though we were very close.

27

family.

I was afraid of -·- I didn't know what would happen

to him.

And then, what I thought

28

At school, when they started

But, I didn't know where to turn

I didn't know who to tell.

I was afraid to tell my mom

I was afraid of breaking up the

I thought maybe he would
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2

to prison and I didn't want that.

I needed -- I began to

realize that he needed help, prison wouldn't

he]0.

vJhen it ·finally was re:rorted, I'1:'f sister told my mom

3

4

because I couldn't, I didn't have the guts to tell her.

s

morn and I immediately reoorted it.
CHAIRM1\N RAINS:

6

7

10
ll
12

13

Is your sister older than you or

younger?
ANONYMOUS:

9

My

She is older, four years, five years.

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Had she been molested by your

stepfather as well?
ANOUYMOUS:

Yes, but she had gotten married and move1

out after she graduated.
CHAIRMAN RA.INS:

And was she aware that -- when she
h~d

11

filed the report, did she file the report that she

1s

the victim, or that she knew that you were being victimized?

i6

17
lB
['I

ANONYMOUS:

No, she told my mom, and my mom filed

the report.
CHAIR~'IAN

Rl\INS:

Yes.

21

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

22

ANONYMOUS:

23

CHAIRi'1A1'J Rl\INS:

21

ANONYMOUS:

26

Did she know that you were beinn

victimized by your stepfather?
ANONYMOUS:

25

been

Had you told her?

r1y sister?
Yes.

She knew.

She was there part of the time.

My stepfather would make us do things together to him,
everything.

It was very extensive.

The reporting was really good·- it was good for me.
28

The people -- it was in another county.

It wasn't Santa Clara
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County.
2

through telling my story one time.

3

social services there with me, to give me the information of

4

Daughters and Sons United, and that there was a place.

5

thought I was the only one that had ever been molested.

6

nobody had ever talked --I had never heard of it before. I had never

7

heard the word incest before. So that week we went to Pa:rents

8

United.

9

there were like 30, 40 other qirls sitting there.

ha~

someone from

I
And

I walked into the room

an~

I just

couldn't believe it, you know, they were all there for the

II

same reason, and I wasn't alone.

12

home.

!3

"Don't worry, we are going to help you and everything is goin<J

l1

to be okay."

And they made me feel at

They came up and put their arms around

P'lP,

and said,

My step-dad was taken to jail, and he was in there

I felt really bitter, because he took part

16

for five days.

17

of my childhood away from me.

Ill

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

When you say he was there for five

19

days, was that as detention prior to the time of arraignment,

20

or was that a short sentence that he served as part of a term

21

and condition of probation?

22

ANONYHOUS:

2:)

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

24

-

And I was so surprised.

And they

10

15

•

They were very supportive, and I only had to go

It was for arraignment.

upon conviction?

25

ANONYMOUS:

26

CHAIRMAN Rl\INS:

27

ANONYMOUS:

28

Did he serve any jail time at all

No.
Was he convicted.

He was convicted, but his ·-- if I am not

mistaken, it was five years probation, and he had to have some
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II

kind of counselling.

2

i

went to Parents United.

3

I

had, I think, a year suspended sentence.

And he did see Hank Giaretto, and he

I

He attended Parents nniteri.

CHAIRMAN RAINS:
5

ANONYMOUS:

:z>nd he

One year of prison suspended?

Right.

So, I guess that means that if he

6

did something in the follovJing year that he would immediately

7

get sent to prison.

8

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Yes.

9

ANONYHOUS:

10

in about five years.

ll

want to do now.

12

I felt, how he cheated me, how he betrayed

So, I haven't had any contact with him
I moved out of state.

That's what I

I want to get ahold of him and tell him how

and he ruined my childhood.

~v

in him,

But, I am dealing with that, and

Parents United really helps you a lot.

It's the

15

in the whole world.

JA

And I honestly do forgive him for what he did.

bes~

program

And I want to tell him how I feel now.

17

CHAitun.AN RAINS:

IB

ANONYMOUS:

l9

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

:'o

years since you were last molested.

Shannon, how old are you noN?

Ninteen.

21

ANONYJ1.10US:

22

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

~

trus~

You are 19.

So, it has been six

Yes.
This person was your stepfather,

but he had been in the family household since you were one?
ANONYMOUS:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

So, for all intents and purooses,

T take it you trusted him as your natural father?
'27

ANONYHOUS:

28

CHAIRJifi.AN RAINS:

Yes.
And probably felt as anyone would
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toward her father?
ANONY~OUS:

2

Yes.

Before they were married, he was

.'l

•

4

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

5

MS. COBY:
prison ever come up?

7

ANONYMOUS:

Yes.

I got to admit that when I first

8

found out that he might go to jail, I wanted that, I wanted

9

him to go.

And then, you know, after talking to my mom and

10

Hank, I realized that it wouldn't help him.

II

just go through the same thing, even if they do make it out,

12

they might -- he will probably molest again.

13

he needed help.
CHAIR~AN

RAINS:

He -- it -- they

And the group,

Let me ask you a very hypothetical

15

and maybe it's impossible for you to answer, but, at that

16

point in time, when you were 13 years of aqe, and vour father

17

was on trial because of things you had said about him, and your

18

sister had said about him, how do you think it would have

19

affected you in later life, at that time and in later life,

20

had he gone to prison?

21

-

Shannon, did the subject of jail or

6

11

•

Um-hmm.

ANONYMOUS:

I know I would feel guilty, because I

22

know he wouldn't be gettina the help that he needed in

23

and that this group has to offer.

24

when he was young, and then when he was a teenager, I think,

25

15, by his stepmother.

26

knew that he had been molested.

27

he would finally get the help he needed if he didn't go to

28

prison.

prison~

He was molester'! as a. child,

And he never got the help then.

And I

And that I figure, you know,

I would have felt so guilty.
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Do you have any questions, Senator
Doolittle?
SENATOR DOOLITTLE:
4

\~Jho

is this

Hank?

5

ANONYHOUS:

6

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

7

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

8

MS. COBY:

9

"'Jell, just one.

Hank Giaretto.
Hank Giaretto.
And who is that?

He is the founder and director of Parents

United.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

10

Well, it's· just that I find

ll

missing in this an element of punishment.

12

are trying to rehabilitate the person, but yes, we must ounish

!3

him, also.

14

When did he marry your mother?

J:;

ANONYMOUS:

16

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

17

And that's my concern.

I mean, yes, we

This man was a step-parent.l

How long did that --

I think I was eight or nine,
So, he marrieG

he~

ght.

an0 then

started molesting you, it sounds like, isn't that right?

18

ANONYMOUS:

19

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

Yes.
About nine years old.

I just

:!0

think this, you know, again, I'm going to vote for the bill

21

if this is all we have got to offer.

22

just, I don't go along with this philosophy.

23

punishnent is important.
ANONYMOUS:

25

26

I think

Well, this man didn't even serve

any jail time, it sounds like.

27

28

But, again, I guess I

They do get punished.

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

ANONYrK:ll JC~ :

do now.

I

That was a long time

a~o,

though.

And I have a surrogate father in the program now.
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orr very close.

1\nd a lot of the··-

I

talk to the fathers,

2

ond they have a group now that I am going to go into as soon

3

as

4

And a lot of the fathers that I have talked to, I think that

5

they have been punished.

l

can get into it, a recontact grouo to tell how thev felt.

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

6

Well, hopefully, they are

7

punished just by the recognition of the wrongfulness of their

8

own act.

9

punishment.

But, I think society demands more than that as
That's just --- you know, I am really pleased to

10

hear your testi:mony.

11

I think there are victims out there someplace that feel that

12

prison might be an appropriate punishment.

13

don't think I have heard any come up here and specifically
address that.

And you may differ with me on this, but

I

I mean, the few that have have felt the other

J5

way.

J6

observation, and I appreciate your testimony.

ll

But, I think that is important.

CHAIRJI1AN RAINS:

Anyway, that is an

Well, I don't thin}" anyone would

1B

disagree. I think prison frequently is appropriate. I guess the

19

only question is, is it invariably, without any exception, the

20

most appropriate punishment?

21

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

And that is a hard question to

22

resolve, because it is hard to write the law that way.

23

you try to set standards, but whether they are narrow enough,

24

I suppose, is open to question, and trial and analysis.
MS. COBY:

I mean,

Senator Doolittle, I think that perhaps

26

the education that the judges have had in Santa Clara County

27

can perhaps serve as a model.

28

fact that these fathers do need to be punished, that they do

The courts are
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"'l1•7are of the

50

need to go to jail.
if the rami

It's done on a work furlough, because,

loses i

house, that chilo feels

lty, anCl

then she gets punishec. by the mother and the other siblings
for having done this.

The program has never felt anv

reluctance to say that this man is not working in the program,
6

he is not putting in effort, we think he is a con artist, he

7

is a pedophile, and we think he ought to go to prison.

a

doesn't care, he has no sense of guilt, and the onl_v thing we

9

can do is lock him up.

And I think that's one reason the

10

program has credibility, because

11

people.

12

'v·Je

we are not easy with these

We are not, you know, saying sorry is not enough.

And

don't have a problem in locking up those people.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

13

from the audience.

14

Or, he

Shannon, I have, aqain, a question

The person is interested in knowina

whether or not the stepfather is still married to your mother?
16

ANONYMOUS:

17

No, they got -- my mom --- they had been

talking about a divorce before the molest was reported.

lH

that was the last straw.

19

that same week.

20

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

21

So,

My mom immediately filed for divorce

Do you know \vhether or not he has

remarried?

22

ANONYMOUS:

23

CHAIRJV!AN RAINS:

Yes, he has.
Does he have children, either

adopted, or natural by the other wife?
ANONYMOUS:
CIIAIE~1AN

27

28

1

Not as far as I know.

RAINS:

MS. COBY:
ANONYHOUS:

He does not?

Do you know?
I don't think so.

I know he can't have
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kids, himself.

But, I don t

2

CH/\JHf1/\N

3

ANONYMOUS:

6

He had an

ANONYMOUS:

Yes.

Vasectomy?
He had that a long time aao,

before he molested me.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

7

Okay.

Shannon, thank you very much.

8

It takes a lot of courage to come

9

like you have that courage, then people 1

lO

forwar~,

but unless people
us cannot learn

and try to do something that is better for society.
ANONYHOUS:

ll

Hy name is Jim.

Sir.

I molested my daughter

12

for a two month period just about a year ago, between April

13

to about June of 1980.

H

through our pastor in our church we vlere attending.

15

had no knowledge of it.

l7

•

I'm sorry, Jim, through what kind

Through the pastor of our church at the

time.

20

CHAIR~ffiN

21

ANONYMOUS·

22

Hy wife

of tri ?
ANO~YMOUS:

19

The knowledge of the molest carne out

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

J(,

•

have adopted.

is it that he cannot?

!</\INS

CHAIRMAN RAINS:
5

nk

molest.

RAINS:

Oh, the pastor of your church.

And my wife had no knowledge of the

And when it became known, we sought counselling help

up there.

The molest occurred up in Eugene, Oregon.

We sought

24

help through a counselling organization there within Eugene.

25

They were, I felt, at the time, no help.

They knew of an

organization that dealt with sexual molesters down in Santa
'27

Clara.

28

by Hank Giaretto.

They did not know the name of it, but it was founded
And that was the only information that we
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hac to go on.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

2

3

2

Were you living 1n Euoene, Oreoon

t the time ?
Yes.

/\NONYf~OOS:

4

We ware residinu jn Puqcne, Orcqon.

5

\'1/e owned a horne.

6

subsequently moved down within two weeks, down to Santa Clara.

7

\ve contacted, by anonymously, Parents United . within three

8

days of moving down, on a Friday.

9

anonymously called on a Friday, and met with three staff

We had lived up there for four years.

We met with them.

10

people.

ll

to the San Jose Police Department the molest.

And the following

~'!.onday,

We

We

we subsequently reported

And I want to emphasize that my family has supported

12
13

me.

1~

s ubscquently, it has entailed actions of r1ysel f movi r1q out of

15

the horne, and now am awaiting prosecution and whatever leqal

J6

matters from up in Oregon.

'I'hey moved dmvn with me, my wife and my daughter.

It is on the D.A.'s desk right now.

CHAiffifcAN RAINS:

l7

And

So, you moved to Santa Clara County

w

specifically in order to secure help that you felt you might

19

need?

20

ANONYl'10US:

Definitely.

I felt a real lack of

21

control, and lack of help to correct the problem, because I

22

knew it was a problem.

And I knew that I love my daughter

very much, and I knew that I had to get whatever help and
whatever avenues of correcting my aberrant behavior to have a
healthy relationship \vi th my dauc:;hter.

Because, mv daughter

was only five at the time, and I feel that there is still a
real strong chance of a very strong father and daughter
28

relationship in the future.
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CHAIHHAN RAINS:

She was five.

Hm,, old were you at

the time?
ANONYMOUS:

3

Twenty·-- seven.

CHAIRMAN RAINS:
ANONYHOUS:
6

believe.

I molested her on five occasions, I

That's my recollection.

7

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

8

ANONYMOUS:

A two month period.

9

ANONYMOUS:

How did this become visible?

10
ll

vVi thin what period of time?

Did you

just openly admit it, or were you confronted by somebody?
ANONYMOUS:

Well, apparently my daughter, I have

12

not found out what exactly happened, but apparently, my daughter

13

talked to a Sunday school teacher, or whatever, and it came
through my pastor.

That was the avenue, and the pastor

15

confronted me.

And I was to a point that I readily

J6

acknowledged that, yes, this was happening, anfl

17

to change it.

18

subsequently moved down to Santa Clara.

19

involved in individual and also group counselling sessions.

VAS,

I v.?anted

We went to the counselling there, and

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

•

Did you molest on but one occasion?

And I am currently

You say the charges are pendinq.

21

Are they pending in the state of Oregon or the state of

22

California?
ANONYMOUS:

Yes, pending up in Oregon.

They are on

the D.A.'s desk in Eugene, Oregon right now.

-

25

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

26

ANONYMOUS:

27

28

Yes.

Felony charges?
From my understancUna, fron the

brief counselling session up in Oregon, that it is a mandatory
prison sentence up there.
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CHAIRMAN RAINS:

You were allowed to come out of state?

1

ANONYMOUS:

We moved out of state before the incident

2

was reported.
3

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

No, but at this point in time, you are

awaiting trial?
5

ANONYMOUS:

Yes, we are awaiting prosecution, awaiting

6

extradition.
7

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Are you fighting extradition?

8

ANONYMOUS:

No, I am not fighting extradition right

9

now.

The extradition papers have not been filed within Santa

10

Clara County to extradite myself, right as of yet.

And I, as of

ll

right now, would not fight it.

I am willing to go up and face

12

whatever legal consequences are involved.
13

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Did you ever molest a young person

14

15

other than your daughter?
ANONYMOUS:

16

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

17

ANONYHOUS:

18

19

20
21

22
23
24

Yes.

There was another victim involved.
Was she a young girl?

She was age eight at the time of the

molest.
CHAIHMAN RAINS:

\'Jas it somebody that you knew well,

that trusted you?
ANONYHOUS: Yes.
extended family.

She was within the concept of an

Her mother moved up to Oregon at the same time

that we did in 1976.

Her mother had just gone through divorce

25

proceedings.

When her husband left, I was more or less in the

26

role of the father image within that family also.

27

,L.-------=-=-~--J
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CHAIRMAN RAINS:

2
3

for trust?

4

ANONYMOUS:

5

CHAI ID1AN RAINS :

Right.
Did these incidents of molestation

6

take place at or about the same time you were molesting your

7

own daughter?

8

ANONYMOUS:

9

CHAiill1AN RAINS:

10

victim of a molestation as a child?

II

ANONYMOUS:

12

CHAIR~.AN

13

-

for love, for affection,

So, that child reached out to you

Yes.
Were you, yourself, ever the

Not by an adult.

RAINS:

Could you be more speci f'ic when

you say not by an adult?

14

ANONYMOUS:

I feel I was victimized by an older peer.

15

ANONYMOUS:

How much older was that individual than

17

ANONYMOUS:

I believe he was about three years older.

lB

CHAIHMAN RAINS:

Another boy?

t')

ANONYMOUS:

And my family situation, well, my

16

you?

Yes.

20

mother was a paranoid schizophrenic, that I had no role models

21

as far as in-family affection and sexual behavior.

22

and I shared a bedroom while my mother had her o•·rn senarate

23

bedroom.

24
25

26
27
28

My father

So, that is kind of the input.
CHAIR.fv1AN RAINS:

But, you were never molested by your

father?
ANONYMOUS .:

No.

CHA.IRMAN RAINS:

How old were you at the time this

incident took place, when you were molested by another boy
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three years older than you?
ANONYMOUS:

2

3

ilrea.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

4

s

fth grade, ten, 11, somewhere 1n that

And the boy was in his earlv teens.

the other boy?

6

ANONYt'10US:

7

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

8

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

9

Yes.
Do you have any questions, John?
I was just going to observe, as

I recall, the person who identified himself as a pedophile

10

also indicated he had never been molested.

11

Angeles.
CHAIRHAN RAINS:

12

At a hearing in

This \•Jas in Los

L.~

.• we had a

13

pedophile come forward and give testimony.

ll

statement at that time that he had not been molested as a

15

child.

16
17

MS. COBY:

I

And he made the

Senator Rains, I think this case is a

I
I
good!

example of what may hapoen if we have mandatorv prison
sentences in these cases.

There is a reluctance to prosecute

l'J

by the people up in Oregon, because when you prosecute, it

20

means you send somebody away.

21

there in the criminal justice system have sort of said, "Well,

22

maybe we can sit and hope that the juvenile courts' hold over

.,
2·'

this fanily in San Jose will maybe do it."

::l

And so, a number of the people u

It would have been

much more efficacious for the family, had they been able to
charge Jim, had they been able to go throuah the criminal

26

justice system, including his time in jail, and his probation,

')~

~~

28

rather than hanging in limbo, and not having that process
happen to him.

Instead, that family has been, as I said, in
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limbo, and the little child has been just -- has become very
2

3

withdrawn, 1n fear that her father will go to

son.

And she

will not talk about that, and that's become a very big
obstacle, living with that fear, day by ctay, which is what

5

how she has taken it.

6

do is to work very closely, for her to not think of that all

7

the time, not to say,

8

in prison."

9

him so much, and because she feels that she has really done

10

I mean, something that we have triect to

"Hey, your daddy is going to end up

But, she has grabbed onto this because she loves

something horrible by talkino.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

ll

Jim, are you living -·- or is the

12

fact that you are living separate and apart from youy family

13

at this point in time volitional, or is that bv virtue of a

11

court order?
ANONYMOUS:

15

Both.

There is a matter of the courts,

16

juvenile probation court.

n

I want to feel safe when I go back into that home situation.

IR

And it is a gradual process that I am feeling a whole lot

19

stronger about being able to go back into that home and be a

20
21

But, there is also the matter of --

father that will never molest my daughter again, or never
molest another victim again.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

22

Do you fear, as you sit here, that

23

at this point in time, you might molest her ''rere von living \Hit

24

them?

25

ANONYMOUS:

There is a 9otential, but a much less

potc•nti al than then: was back in August. when I started the
27

program.

28

junvenile court hearing scheduled for August 14th -- that --

And, there is a ·-- my goal is that·-- there is a court,
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2

3

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

That's a California hearing?

ANONYJ\10US:

, with the juvenile

ion

hac; been set un as a time qoal to reun i t_P our fami

I am workina really hard on
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

5

J\nc1 so,

ning my own self--trust.
I have a ques ion here.

I am not

6

sure I understand it, but I believe the thrust of it is, do

7

you think that it migtt help your child were you to talk to

s

her about jail, incarceration, and -ANONYJ\10US :

9

I have already done that.

I have

10

already confronted that with her, to say that I would not like

II

being separated from the fami

12

and then come back to reunite

, but am v-Jilling to do my time
the family.

13

CHAIPJ1AN RAINS:

ANONYMOUS·

JS

t'Jhat was her reaction to t"'at?

She is not really vocal on the issue.

16

She, as Elizabeth has articulated on, does not want to even

II

talk about it, which is real hard for me to take, but she is

Ill

involved with individual counsell

19

CHALRMA.N RAINS:

20

ANONYMOUS:

21
22
2

,,

"

visitation rights.

aU day Sunday.

28

I am allowed very liheral

There are two days during the week and

All day Saturday and all day Sunday, are

CHAIR!'~AN

RAINS:

Are you always in the nrPsence of

another adult, with the mother?
f\_NONYI'10US:

'2'1

Do you see her at all right now?

supervised.

21

25

Yes.

also.

supervisor.
daughter.

Definitely.

wife is an anprovcd

And I am not allmved to be left alone v-Ji th r.1y
That is one of the stipulations on the visitation
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SENATOR DOOLITTLE

2

iF we can counsel someone to

3

in, just an ohservation, but
over the trauma of having been

molested, it would seem to me we ought to be able to counsel
5

them to understand that it is not the child who placed the

6

father in a prison, it is the father by his act that olaced

7

himself in prison.

s

•

9

I

MS. COBY:

I wish we could do that, too.

doesn't seem to be the reality.

It seems that the only person

10

who can take that mantle of guilt from the child is the father,

11

and he can't do that until he gets sufficiently rehabilitated.

12

Believe me, when we started the program,

13

would send all of the nolesters away.

11

up for that child.

J5

was that it was the

J6

father went to prison.

17

throuqh is a very good example.
counselling.

I

\•!e

assumf'r'l that one

\Ve were a program set

It was the last thing we expected to find
ld who was going to suffer if that
And what his dauahter has been going
She has had excellent

An enormous amount of work has been done on this

19

child, partly because she's such an exceptional child.

:~o

she is a really clear example of what

21

when we talked about guilt, because she can't -- she loves him

22

so much that the sense of betrayal, it's not -- it can't even

23

be talked about.

24

inside of her, like a personal cross.

25

found in cases.

~,.'e

But,

are talki,na about

That's something that she carries around

We

And that's what we have

have had hundreds of women who ,.,ere

molested as children in the program.

-

That

And those women who did

27

testify against their fathers, whose fathers did go to prison,

28

the women that we have in the program, those are the ones that
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:>uf u~r the most.

Those are the ones that have suffered the

2

most because they had to carry that extra burden around.

3

was not our orientation at all.
CHAJRJ,1.AN RAINS:

4

This

Ms. Coby, I have a question for

5

you, again, from the audience.

6

then followed by a question.

7

is, "An offender in state prison cannot particiDAte in the

8

local child sexual abuse treatment

9

in county jail can.
~1s.

10

I guess it's a statement, and
The statement the person writes

progra~.

But, an offender

Is this an important consideration?"

COBY:

Yes, it is a very important consideration.

11

And that's one reason why all of the men in jail in most of

12

the counties where we have programs, they all are allowed to

13

come out to the counsellinq, the group work, and the other

I

~

self-help activities.

That's critical, because we nPed to

15

have father rehabilitated as soon as possible so that he can

11,

then deal with the child, take responsibility for what

li

happened, and reestablish that healthy trust

w

possible.

!'I

CHAIRHAN RAINS:
take place in prison?

2t

that kind of rehabilitative treatment?

23

~1S.

COBY:

as soon as

Why could not that type of program

~

22

bon~

Why must they be released to receive

Well, quite frankly, because one of the

things that is very effective is when the men have to deal wi
the women, their wives, women who were molested as children.
as well as their own children, because they have to confront

211

the fact that this is what my daughter may be like.

'27

80 year old woman.

28

recalcitrant fathers that we have had in the nrocram, because

~!e

have an

And she has qotten to the most hardnosed
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they have to confront that
c· t i

A

on in the same

't

so, the parent invo vcmcnt in the

2

VvilY

3

program is not just one Wedne

4

of counsell

5

possible, when

6

have to learn communication skills.

7

safe place to practice out new ways of viewing with the world,

8

and the

9

environment with everybody else.

I

evening a

in an hour

That involvement takes up as much time as
e are not working or as

, because they

They also have to have a

to do that is around, in this very safe
It is a little difficult for

lO

a construction worker to

ll

talking feelings to another construction worker.

!2

know he is not going to try that

13

kind of constant involvement is necessary.

l1

program.

15

the first two weeks, the other Parents United families spend

16

42 hours with that new fami

!7

day-in, day-out process.

In

go back to the site and start
I mean, you

for 20 years.

And this

It is not an easy

I think -- that's when we said that I think during

MS . BRAWNER:

coming in. And it's this constant

I "'10uld 1

to make a statement to

!9

that in terms of the fathers' involvement.

20

daughter's involvement, and her process in the system.

21

I made the statement that she was unable to talk.

22

talking in terms of conversation, her survival needs.

:n

am talking in terms of talking, what was going on with her.

2l

-

i son

. And that

CHAIRMAN PAINS:

25

meant, that you were s

21>

MS. BRA\•7NER:

Going back to my
When

She was
But, I

Yes, that was v.rhat I thought you

When she was able to talk, the first

27

thing that came out of her mouth v1hen she was able to breakdown

28

she started sobbing, and she said, "Is my daddy going to jail
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because I to

?"

l\nd I had to real

2

after cverythi

3

was prevalent on her mind was, was her

look at that.

I

mean,

else she had experienced, the one thing that

jail because she told.

goinq to go to

In his particular instance, I fought

5

very hard to

6

jail, but out of peni

7

that she was carrying for everything that was going on with

8

the family.

9

I

him out of

ry

not out of county

, because of the burden of guilt

have a father that -- my position with Parents

10

United is, I am the one that has primary first r.ont:act with

II

the fathers.

12

calling anonymous

13

hours on the phone with them, I am able to convince them to

14

self·~surrender.

15

Sixty

of my telephone calls are people
, and after spending an hour, maybe two

And I go in with them, usual

, to L-he jail.

One father has been involved -- one father in

16

particular, who is new to the program, has been involved with

17

his daughter for approximately ll years.

lB

don't know what the outcome of his trial is aoing to be, or

I 'I

if it goes to trial.

20

wanting to self-surrender, went in that

21

surrendered, made a statement to the police department, bro

2')

:23

And he told -- I

He called me from a counsellors office
a~ternooP,

sel~-

his v>Tife into our group, and the first thing that came out of
his mouth, he says, "If I had knovm that I could have tole.
somebody and not had somebodv slan me in irons, or call me a

2:i
2fl

dirty sex maniac," he says, "I would have stopped this a lonq
time ago.

I

would have had a place to go."

And

I

hear that

repetitively from almost every family that comes into the
28

prograr:1.

If they had a

ace to go, if they had known that
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it

('

2

3

he victims, knowi

4

stand up for them

that is qoincr to

CHAIRJVfAN Rl\I

5

tv for

much, each of vou.

u

6

That, I suspect, will be from an educational standpoint, for

1

those of us on thE· Committee

8

the t

9

hear today.

10

I!
12

M=i. COBY:

:rea("Ung

Thank you for the opportunitv of

testifying before you.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Because

have a plane to catch

ll

remaining witnesses be pe

IS

would be the case, because

am go

I

at least in my case, I
to have to ask that the

more s

t than otherwise

do want to give everyone an

opportunity to be heard, who

shes to testify.

Bob Dunn,

Fxecuti ve Director of Big Brothers of Fast Ba.v.
DUNN:

\'le' 11 come up

lH

NR.

19

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

20

he

, wi 1 be the most important thing we

, no

13

17

and those who will

ther to save some time.
Could you each identifv

yourselves?

21

MR. DUNN:

22

MP.

Yes.

I

ROBSON:

am Bob Dunn.
Robson, Executive Director of

Big Brothers and Big Sisters of the Penninsula.
24

CHAIHMAN RAINS:

25

JI1R. DUNN:

I would

to first of all thank you,

26

Senator and Committee members and staff members for having this

27

public hearing, but e

28

of nroposed legislation, which I feel is definitely needed, and

1

for putting together this packet
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which I

support.

I ar1 real

here to limit mv conments to

2

one particular aspect, and that is Senate Bill 277, which I

3

am here to speak generally

4

concerns, particularly since it has been amended.

n favor of.

But, I

have some

As a backgroundr I would like to take a few moments

5
6

to speak a little about our programs.

7

Executive Director of Bi0 Brothers in the East Bay, which

s

serves Alameda and Contra Costa Counties.

9

involved in Big Brother/Big Sister work both at a local level

10

I

am currently the

And J have been

as I am now, and with the national organization since 1970.
Pe have, historically, been desirous of being

11

12

allowed access to criminal records as part of our screening

13

process.

14

that desire.

15

misconceptions that have been heard at various public hearings

J6

around the state.

Ill
19

So, support of this bill was a natural extension of
But, I

have been disturbed by some of the

CHAim1AN EJUNS:
those present that I

If I might interrunt ?nri aclvise

think what you are referring to is

probably the pedophile who came forward in Los Angeles and
21

made the comment that in his opinion, a percentage perhans as
high as 95 percent of those involved in the Big Brothers

23

program were child molesters, which I

24

us.

25
26
27

And that's, I

think stunned all of·

suspect, the statement to which you were

referring?
MR. DUNN:

I

did hear about it, as I
CHl\IR~~AN

was not present at that hearing, but I
am sure a lot of people did.

RAINS:

I

am sure you did, ves.
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referring to that, and some
ngs

cal to

3

assume that

4

children, will seek places and

5

oriented.

6

programs are therefore a haven for pedophiles, I believe, is

7

an erroneous and

iles, because of

'l'o carry that

ir sexual attraction for
zations that are child

c to an assertion that such

ng extension.

Our interests in s

ng this bill did not arise

9

because of a large number of child molesters in our programs,

10

rather, because of our extensive screening of volunteers, and

II

ongoing supervision of those volunteers, child molestation has

12

been statistically insignificant.

13

Bay, which goes back to 1962, we have not had a known incident

11

of molestation.

15

In our pro0ram in the East

Our concern, therefore, is that even one case is

16

verv significant to the child who is molested.

l7

child, statistics are meaningless.

lB

our responsibility as a child guidance agency to nrovide every

19

screening sa

:>o

And to that

Therefore, we feel it is

uard that we possibly can.

I would like to read a very brief newsnaner article

21

from the Caoital Times, which is a newspaper in

22

lvisconsin.

23

24

25
26

-

AnH it does seem

0

8

•

ve

2

27

28

And I bring that up because I

in Bio Brothers from 1970 to 1976.

~onday

A

rer.t.or there

"l{oger Engroff \vas

with first degree sexual assault for allegedly

engaging in homosexual acts with a foster child.
Madison

rH

And this is a clinping

that I received about t>.vo 1.veeks ago.
charged

I•! as

~adison,

:Cngroff, a

Cub Scout leader, was released on $5,000 signature

bond and ordered to have no contact with the child.
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According

to the complaint, the victim,
2

3

ff s

s now 12,

home for three years.

in homosexua

ha~

that

lived in

ime,

Bnorof~

sexual activities with thP hov.
this is that Rooer Engroff

5

applied to become a Big Brother with our agency in 1972, and

6

was rejected.

7

County Social Services, which has a reputation of being one of

8

the better agencies

9

person as a foster parent.

He reapplied in 1980 and was rejected.

nane

, did, in fact, accept this
And I don't make this point to

10

fault that agency, rather, because we feel that the screenina

ll

efforts that we're making is very successful.

z

It currently

1

involves about eight to

13

acceptance of a volunteer.

1r,

applicants, whether by our choice or their choice, they don't

j/)

become a Big Brother.

11

lead off by

defendin~

And now,

2 hours of staff time nrior to the
The ratio that we exPerience in

So, I

apprec

the opportunity to

our program.

I will get into specificallv some of our

19

concerns.

And that has to do with at least mv un0erstandina

w

of the ramifications of the amendments.

2i

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Before you go on, I

hope that you

~

appreciate that we are not tryina to hurt vour program, but

~

rather, to heln it, by providing vou access to this information.
~1R.

DFI\1N

~

That's why I have been so supportive of

26

this bill.

'27

have, but we feel thR t our hands have heen tied by the

28

not having access to criminal records.

We are very happy with the screening process we

?709 MARCONI AVENUE

in

>nd I a!'l sort ac just
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la~fl

.J

d i

'

j

records.

7

•

8

vol
f

such

the
a
11

to
rs.

assume

the

15

fore YOU

does

t may

ll
IH
19

'

23

on the

confus

what

CHAI

to you.

not
de -·
28

f

that

even
be

that will

cs
allow us access to the criMinal records, the omission of such
2

a definition is of concern to me.

4

HE. DUNN:

6

CHAIPJI1AN RJl..:r:NS:

Yes.

DUNN:

Okay.

HR.

9

CHAIR1"4A.N RA.INS:

And I

just wanted to make sure you

understood that distinction.
DUNN:

Yes.

ll

!'AR.

12

CHA.IRMAN RAINS:

13

'J'he word "may" rather than "shall"

is used.

8

10

First of all, that

particular amendment is discretionary with the oraanization.

5

7

Not entirely.

CHAIRHAN RAINS:

3

Does that heln?

So, we aren't requiring that anv

organization fingerprint every sinale nerson, and that thev
go through this regimen.

Quite frankly, we would hone that

1:;

most do, because to the extent that vou v-1ant to ferret out the

16

child r.1olester, then it is going to require actinc; in concert.

11

with the State Department of Justice,

IH

records of criminal activity.

19

MR. DUNN:

an~

others who do have

Well, I am hanny that the leaislation

would not mandate that voluntary agencies have to do such a
21

screening.
No, that is not being mandated.

CIIAIRMAN RAINS:
23

And that's the reason I

asked the question, because I

thought

that based upon your preliminary remarks, that perhaps you
thought the amendment required that.
26

.

MR.

DUNN:

No .

I

think I misstated what I meant.

,~

~I

28

In orJer -- even though you are not mandating it for us, our
aaency would be desirous of getting criminal records.
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Now,

3

•

was

l

2

ress

ear

on that

do that

4

name and a date of bi

5

Bow, I understand that that i

ffi'(

submitting a

a soc al securitv number.
nossi

6

That

s oossi

e.

7

former Chief of Police Ed Davis

8

brought up, and as I

9

point, is that if you send the name Rd Davis in. you may well

The problem that

now State Senator Ed Davis,

former prosecutor, I

certai

see this

!0

get back a rap sheet on someone other than State Senator Ed

ll

Davis.

12

and indeed with P.B.I. record

13

may well cause grievous harm to an innocent individual, it was

11

a concern expressed by many that we ought to be certain that

J;)

we are talking about the same person.

16

the person wants to involve

17

such as yours, that person

w

about being

fin~erprinted.

19

be finge

nted.

20

professions.

21

That

, e

does

I mean

MR. DUNN:

al

r,d th

C. I . I . ,

Anc to the extent that vou

f

And if, in good faith,

or herself in a program
is not that concerned

All teachers in California have to
it is a very common thing in many

I would like to just look at finger-

22

printing from a couple of different a

23

earlier that it tends to have

24

vie can overcome that

25

for our agency to have access to these records that if that is

26

the only way we can do it, then we will do it.

27

recognizing that just looking at the number of volunteers that

28

came through our program last year, that that will cost us

One

I stated

connotations.

I think

I think it is important enough
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I am also

to snend that money.

2

check is accurate.

3

Fe Feel it is very

4

what is of concern to me

5

is procedural

6

procedures that are set up and established effectively block

7

the changing of the statutes?

8

complicated, and are so dis

9

are not easily implemented, then we are going to face a

1o

are also vvi li

to qet these records.

l

not that issue.

lS

, how is that going to be

1 think

\·Jhat' s concerned

~one,

and will the

If the procedures are so
to volunteers that they

tremendous loss of volunteer Big Brothers.
CHAI R.M:AN RAINS :

ll

But, if in fact, you find that this

12

has a

IJ

discretionary with resnect to whether or not uou narticinate.

chillin~

effect on your program

I mean, I understand your concern.
IS

!6

aqain, it is

You want people

~ominq

forward.
~R.

Let me answer both of those.

DUNN:

17

theoretical

18

hypothetical situation.

19

not allowed to have access to criminal records.

~~

matched in our program would molest a child, and it was

21

subsequently discovered that that person had, in fact, a

0

~

discretionary.

Yes, it is

Let me present to vou a

As the law now stands, our aqency is

criminal record for child molestation, we would not, as an
agency be held negligent because we
that information.

2S

If a person

1

had no access to

If the law chanc;es, and the procedures for

us to get at those criminal records are compl:i e<tted to the
extent that we, in a

ical sense, cannot adopt the oolicy,

then, in the same situation, we would be held negligent,
:.:a

because there was an option available to us that we chose not
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to exercise.
CHAIR~IAN

RAINS:

Yes.

I understand your concern, and

2

it may well

be leqitimate, but, it certainly would not auto-

3

matically be the case that you would be found negligent.

I

mean, that would depend upon the factual situation in each and
5

every case.
6
7

MR. DUNN:

It's never automatically, but we would be

8

more likely to be found negligent.

We would be more vulnerable

9

to lawsuits.
10

11

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

More vulnerable than under existing

12

law, yes.
13

MR. DUNN:

But, I think, that our concern is more that

14

we would like to get the records.

15

We would like to get them as

easily and as quickly as possible.

16

We would like to get them

without losing otherwise good volunteers.

17

The question that I

asked, which perhaps you have an answer for, is how will this be

18

done?

19

Can we have out own staff trained to do the

fingerprintin~

and sent in, in which case, I think it would be a very plausible

21

I

22

I

23
24

25

26

process that we could build in.

In Oakland, you have probably

heard that Measure A was voted down, but there are certainly a
large number feeling, probably within the police department,
particularly, that there is a shortage of police officers.

The

process of sending a volunteer down to the police departent to
be fingerprinted would probably successfully deter a large

27

number of otherwise good volunteers.

28

with the procedure.

So, I am more concerned
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CHAIRMAN RAINS:
4 I
1

would like to respond to that.

Mr. Cohen.

5
6

MR. COHEN:

For the record, I have talked to Mr.

7

Dunn about this, and his point is nuite valid.

8

ar:lendment, I

9

we say this shall be on a forr:l approved by the Attorney

In the

took care of one of your concerns, which is that

10

General, which means you do not have to ao to the Attornev

ll

General to get the form, so you oeople could reproduce it.

12

Your second question on the fingerprintina, I

13

contact the Attorney General's staff to see whether there

11

would be any problem in having vour people do the finger·-

IS

printing, and whether we had to put that in the leaislation.

16

To this time, I

17

in spite of numerous phone calls.

lB

a rough ,.veek, since Tuesday, for everybody concerned in the

have tried to

have not been able to make contact with them,
And to be fa_ i r, it has been

\

!
1

11

19

Legislature.

I am tryina to qet, and as soon as I do, if ther~

I

is a problem, then, I will get back to you and we will

I

21

straighten it out.

But, I think your request is legitimate

22

and from My exrerience in talking als0 to some of the peace
officers, I don't see why it wouldn't be nossible to have you
people do the fingerprinting.

But, until

and that is the

25

basis we are going on, is that you should be able to do it

26

unless somebody comes un with an awfully good reason,

.,~

•·'

28

technically, as to why it wouldn't work.
MR.

DUNN:

Thank you.

VIDEO
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~l]ayne.

I

73

I did not address myself to all of the reasons that I Nant to
2

•

add my support to your proposea legislation.

I think the

3

testimony that you have heard has been very qood.

4

that I am bringing up one concern, and it nerhaps sounds like

5

I am a little negative.

6

that.

But, I appreciate your looking into

7

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

8

HR. ROBSON:

9

I am sorrv

Thank you, sir.

Okay, Mr. Robson.

My name is Wayne Robson.

I am the

Executive Director from Big Brothers and Big Sisters of the

10

Penninsula.

II

us, but a known sex offender in the California criminal

12

justice system.

13

certainly would have never been accepted.

14

interesting to me that his first offense was when he was in

15

college.

16

had a teachers credential, a graduate of Davis and UOP,

17

presented himself very well, was involved Hith three other

IB

youth organizations, was the trainer for a Pop Warner football

19

team, had a han<licapped children's swimmincr !Jrogram, and

20

wanted to become on a one-to-one basis a Big Brother, because

21

he had worked with groups of children, would be -- wanted to

22

get involved on a one-to-one thinq.

So, he came to our

2:1

program, had impeccable references.

l·le

:H

within two weeks, he had molested his little brother.

25

came to find out later that he did --- it was the same method

26

of operation that he had used on another boy and girl that he

27

had molested.

28

police, I felt, handled it fairly well, considering that they

In 1977, we had a boy molested by, an unknown to

Had we had access to records, this man
But, it was real

And when he came to us, he was 24 years old.

accepted him, and

And \ve went through the court process.
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He

We

'Phe

didn't have, 1 don't think, an av1fnl lot of experience in
dealing with a situation like this.

2

traumatic thing for the child.

3

court, which

I

It wasn't a terribly

There was one dav spent in

snent with the family.

I went throunh the

5

Fami

with everything that happened, and I spent a lot of

6

time with the family from the point that I found out about

7

the molestation, up until probably 12 months after that,

8

seeing the child on a regular basis, twice a week, and to

9

help him over the hard time that he had.
I feel that it is imperative that '"e are able to

lO
II

get at least records on anyone that was a sexual -- a child

12

molester, a sexual offender.

13

criminal record, I think we could live with that.

11

it is imperative that we at least have access to records of

JS

past sex offenders, because I rea

!6

screened, you know, hundreds and hundreds of volunteers.

17

I truly believe if someone wants to get by you, if their

1s

intent is

19

will most likely be able to do it.

~~

in safeguards, we have different interviewing steps.

21

1

I

gettin~

If we couldn't aet the whole
But, I think

believe, and we have
And

in your organization to molest a child, they
You knmv, v7e have built
We cro to

the volunteer's house from time to time to intervjew them.

.,., I But, I think that if someone really wants to get by you and
I

··~

nl

2~ I

get in your organization to molest a child, then they will

I

probably be able to do it.

Luckily we found out very soon

25

j

after it started happening.

26

I

child was traur.1ati zed by it.

l'.s I said, I don't feel that the
I have seen him since then,
we spent toqether, a

27

28

__________________________________________________________ _j
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And it hasn't been, you know, child molestation in

•

2

our agency, which has been operating since 1968, and there hav

3

only boon two knovm cases since 1968.

4

flrobably 1,500 Big Brothers and Big Sisters that have been

5

involved.

6

But it only takes one or two cases such as

7

about to hurt our organization, but more to hurt a child.

8

when people come to us, they are coming to us for a service fo

9

a role model.

You know, we are very proud of the Norl--: that vve do.
I

have just talked
And

And I think it is important that we have every

10

screening tool that we can possibly get, and this would he a

11

very important one for us.
RAINS:

That's all I have to say .
Thank you very much, sir.

12

CHAIR~AN

13

Cheryl Barns here?

Cheryl Barns, with the Child Sexual Abuse

11

Treatment Program.

Thank you for coming, Ms. Barns.

15

MS. BARNS:

Thank you for inviting

Is

~e.

16

me, and I know you are pressed for time.

17

brief and I asked part of our team to join us.

Hl

Coordinator of Marin County's Child Sexual Abuse Treatment

19

Program.

20

•

/\.nd t:hat' s out of over

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Yes.

I would like to be
My job is

If there are other witnesses,

21

could they join you at the table right now because of our

22

time constraints?
MS. BARNS:

Yes, okay.

Joining me are Officer John

Childress from San Rafael Police DepartP:>.ent, who V70Uld like to
25

speak to the issue of training of officers,

26

brought the dolls.

27

28

,Z~..nd

an~

also whv I

also, Ann, who is a mother in our

program, one of the members of Parents United.

And her

daughter was the victim of an extrafamilial child molest.
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In terms of these
2

V('LY

c;xLcnsi ve

In

your bills

arinc:;s, we

, our populat on is only

n

3

220,000, and we are receiving referrals at the rate of two to

4

four a week, of child molestation, both intra Anrl PXt.ra-

5

faiYlilial.
Part of our program is an extensive outreach into

6

7

the schools to educate children.

8

always do a survey in the classrooms.

9

that we are -- it is an anonymous survey, and one of the things

And, in that process, we
And one of the thinqs

10

that we are finding is that at least a fourth of all the

ll

children in each classroom have been molested.

12

astounding to us.
CHAIRHJU;J F.AINS:

11
IS

At least one quarter are willing to

admit it?
HS. BP.RNS:

At least one

, yes.

16

them do is write on a piece of paper if

i1

and then yes or no.

MS. Bl\RNS:

1:'\lha t age group?

So far, we have been reaching the ninth

20

grade through college level.

21

30 students had been molested.

the elementary level.
~··

are male or female

That's all.

CHAI RrffiN RAINS :

')'!

That is

It's

One college class, 15 out of
t·Je are just nm·T

nc: into

extensive.
So, that would tend to corroborate

CHAIRl\1AN RAINS:
the testimony of Dr. Swift?

25

HS. BARNS:

Yes, it would, very much so.

Okay, in

26

terms of extending the statute of limitation, SB-276, one of

27

my responsibilities as coordinator of the program is often to

28

the police in interviewing children.
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And what we are

77
finding is that they often don't report until many years after
2

the incir1ent.
'l'wo days acTO, I had the opportunj ty to interview a

3
4

16 year old child.

5

had been in and out of the system, Marin County's juvenile

6

hall system for four years, and had never

7

Obviously, we can't prosecute.

9

the molest.

offenders.

We have a current case now of a male pedophile

10

who was on the list of a community resource, which is a

ll

babysitting type program and day care center.

12

given as a babysitter for a family.

13

seven year old son.

14

-

re~orted

She

In terms of SB-277, group access to records of past

8

•

The molest took place when she was 12.

He then

His name was
moleste~

their

In terms of SB-278, I want to come back to that and

15

haveAnnspeak to that.

We currently have several people in

16

the county who are going through MDSO proceedings in terms of

17

the extrafamilial molest.

lB

not differently, we feel the same as Santa Clara, and I want

19

to make sure that the point is made th2t jail and prison are

20

two different things.

21

about pedophiles having prison time, but that for intra-

22

familial molests, that's fathers, people close in the family,

23

that local jail time is very important.

24

We are just now beginning to be successful in Marin County.

25

Oftentimes, molesters have been left in the community.

26

local jail time, that would allm•! the person to go to work in

27

the day, come back to the honor farm at night, and be a clear

28

message to them that this was a crime against a child and

He feel very differentlv in our

We feel strongly, as Santa Clara does,

And
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"Yle

push for that.

Jl.nd bv

7

society.
2

3

And it is a clear message to our victims, who always

feel that som.ehov1 it ic:

ir rcsponsihili

'T'his would sav

to them, you are not the one at fault.
I like your definitions in SB-586 of redefinincr.
Video taping, SB-587, wow.

I

5

support that.

6

sad cases of children who have been traumatized in the

7

courtroom, and just the mere presence of a judge in a black

8

robe sitting up higher.

9

old who was on the stand for four hours.

~e

have some verv

One of the instances was a nine year
And in asking her

10

whether --- she wanted to have her parents in the courtroom,

11

and the judge's comment to her v.ras,

12

if your parents aren't sitting in the courtroom, do you?"

13

And this little nine year old looked up at the judqe and said,

~~

"No, it's okay."

15

with her counsellor was very upset that she had no support.

16

l\nd the counsellor said, "\!Jell, why did you all0'1,•7 that to

17

happen?

~<Jhy

"You don't mind, 0.o vou,

And later in her counselling appointrnent

didn't you tell the judge what you wanted?"

And

she said, "That man was scary, and that roorr was scarv, and I
19

knew what he wanted, and I wanted to do what he wanted. "

20

only one example of, you know, how scary the courtroom is.

I
I

That'r
I

21

Lastly, on training, one of the reasons that we

22

brought the dolls, these are our anatomically correct dolls

23

that Channel 7 recently filmed.

24

that we use when we are talking with very young children.

2,)c

Children that are younger than five years old often cannot

26

tell the story.

27

vocabulary.

28

with the dolls, and to show us what happened.

We have several sets of these

It's too traumatic, they don't have the

And so what we do is allow the children to olay
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very graphic.

Last week, we had a case of a three year old

2

who was involved in oral

with mother

3

boyfriend.

4

child-like language, but she could show us on the dolls.

5

we feel that most police officers l!JOUldn' t have that

6

understanding that would allow them -- they would try to

7

question a three year old or a five year old, and we feel that

8

training would be very essential for them to understand how

9

you talk to children at different ages.

an~

mother's

She couldn t tell us about it except in her very
And

10
II

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

12

Doolittle has a question.

Excuse me, Ms. Barns, Senator

13

MS. BARNS:

11

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

1:;

Okay.

this?

16

MS. BARNS:

17

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

10

Both parents were involved in

Yes.
How often does that occur in

your experience, where both are knowledgeable?
MS. BARNS:

19

We seem to have more of those cases in

w

Marin County than the other 50 chapters of Parents United and

21

the Child Sexual Abuse Treatment Program.

22

number.

~

I would guess, possibly in five cases both parents were

24

involved.

It is still a rare

Currently, we have about 35 families in the nrogram.

Oftentimes, we don't find that out until months

later, through counselling with the child.
26

The other sad thing about that case is that we can't

27

prosecute it.

28

because he will not put a child on the stand who is under

Our D.A. in Marin County will not prosecute,

VIDEO
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six or seven years old.

That would be another

2

reason for extending

3

thls were extended for six

4

and could then go on the stand to testi

statute of limitations, because if

Currently, the

5

ld

s

be nine,

way we have the family in

6

treatment in the program is

7

have obtained a 300D petition on the chi

B

involved in treatment

9

any punishment for what this child has gone thronqh.

the juvenile courts.

that.

SENATOR D00LITTLE:

1t

sure this has been talked about, and I

12

though, the percentage of in-fami

13

molests.
BARNS :

Ye

are

That still doesn't give

10

H.S •

, and

We

Just one

~ore

question.

I am

don't recall the figure,

molests to out of family

I

was checking our

tatistics.

~~

In March and April of this year, we have had three referrals

16

a week, out of those, 21 were intrafamilial.

17

were extrafamilial.

lB

been going.

19

The other three

That's a fair estimate of the wav it has

Our program is three and a half years old.

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

Let me ask you iust one other

question, if you know, of the 21 intrafamilial, how many of
21

those involved a natural parent versus a relative, or some

22

other member of the household?
MS. BARNS:

In Marin

, as you may know, we

have a lot of single, divorced families.
25
26
27
2l:l

Ne have a lot of

situations where a boyfriend is living \>lith mother, and
assumes the role of stepfather, or a narent figure.

And so,

we have a higher ratio because of the single parent families,
or divorced families in

~arin

County.

I non't know if it
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be fair to say statewide.
2

trying to think, I would guess maybe, oh, 75 percent, 60 to

3

75 percent, just in Marin County alone.

4

a different statistic.

5

United, of course, would --

7

MS. BARNS:

9

CHAIRJv'.AN RAINS:

It's not.
I want to make

I'm not sure I do.

10

your answer.

ll

natural father is involved?
MS. BARNS:

12

16

sun~

I

U!"ICierstand

75 percent is where the

No, no, sorry.

It's where there is a

boyfriend or other member of the family.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

14
JS

I wouldn't think Marin would

be typical, but I am just interested.

8

13

Now. Santa Clara has

Each of the 50 chapters of Parents

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

6

-

But, most of the cases --I'm

Okay, that's what I wanted to clear

up.
MS. BARNS:

Right.

Lastly, in terms of training,

ll

and I would like John Childress to talk about that more.

But,

18

we have had occasion recently to offer some training to some

19

police officers, and their statement in sunport of training

20

is that in one such case, their emotions, when confronted with

21

a child molester were so intense that they felt that they

22

fouled up the investigation, and therefore, the case could not

23

be prosecuted.

24

we offer, they felt that they would like a chance to go back

25

and reinvestigate that case, that they could then do it, having

26

dealt with some of their emotions.

27

could be extended to District Attorneys offices, too.

28

County is being more open about that now, but we have had some

After going through the two day training that

And I Nish, somehow, it
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Our

L2

sad cases of lack of sensiti

in our District Attorneys

2

office with children and child witnesses.

3

they need some training also.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

4

5

And, you know,

I might add, that is part of

SB-588, yes.
MS. BARNS:

6

Oh, is it, okay, good.

Is there any

7

provision for funding?

One of the things that we run up

8

against with the police department is they are all in favor

9

of it, but they have no funding to replace that police

lO

officer when he is off duty.

ll

included?

]3

Not to replace the police officer

while he is off duty, but the training program itself will hav
funding from what we call P.O.S.T., Peace Officer

15

St~ndard

Training, which is a state appropriation.
MS. BARNS:

J6

Okay.

That's one of the problems we are

17

runninq up against is, they have no replacement for the

18

officer who is in a week or two day training, whatever.

19

~·
21

j
I

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

12

Is that -- would that be

Maybe, John, could you talk about the nolice
officers.
CHAIRHAN RAINS:

Could you identify yourself,

please?
MR. CHILDRESS:

John Childress, with the San Rafael

25

Police Department.

26

of law enforcement work, and just about July of 1980, our

27

department decided to make a specialized position available

28

to us for the investigation of crimes where kids are the

Basically, my experience is about 12 years

VI[)[

(l
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victims.

been handled.
commend you.

, even very

3

very few police

4

done that.

5

is probably the smallest city that I have heard.

6

aware that you had.

7

L.A. is defini

MR. CHILDRESS:

There are

ones that have

an exception, and San Rafael
I was not

We have got 46,000 population.

And

8

as far as I know, we are the only one, definitely the only one

9

in Marin County.

Entering into this field, I thought that I

10

had enough experience, and that I had enough knowledge and

ll

technical know-how to be able to do the job, and rapidly found

12

out that I was lacking.

13

school in Sacramento, through Police Officer Juvenile Officer

H

School, the Delinquency Control Institute School on Child

15

Abuse, and also the Institute for Community Extended Family

16

School, through Hank Giaretto's program in Santa Clara

l7

and still don't feel like I have enough.

18

any way to reach the guys on the street, who are the first ones

19
20

21

22
23
:z,~

25
26

,_

ha~

I real

CHl\ IRMl\N RAINS:

2

•

Up until that time i t

27
28

I have

nee attended a 40 hour

Count~,

We still don't have

that deal with these kids.
CHAIRJVT.AN RAINS:

When you say the guys, you are

talking about the officers on the beat?
MR. CHILDRESS:

Absolutely.

~hey

are the ones who

are going to get the call at 2:00 in the morning and have to go
out and deal with them.

It's hard enough for me, with the

training that I have got, to be able to go out and know what
questions to ask, and how to ask them.

For the average

patrolman, we don't have anything.
We don't know how to gauge the effect we have on the
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we

how to deal with the effect that

t

2

asking the ques

3

and I walk into a room with a little three vear old

4

have to ask her what mommy has been do

5

It is hard for me to ask, and it is hard for her to be able

6

to answer those questions.

7

that sensitively.

ha

on us.

I'm about six foot seven,
rl and

to her, or daddy.

We need to know how to deal with

I

8

1de need to know how to be able to do those questions-t

9

CHAIRHAN RAINS:

10

has a question.

ll

l\1R. CHILDRFSS:

12

SENATOR

13

How often are females the

molesters?
Since the year I have been doing

this, one, the one that Cheryl was talking about was my case.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

j(,

!I'

I

Sure.

DOOLITTLE~

HR. CHILDRESS:
1s

Excuse me, Officer, Senator Doolittl_

That's pretty unusual, is that

right?

lfl

MR. CHILDRESS:

19

MS. BARNS:

Yes, sir.

In Marin county our program, as I

w

mentioned earlier, is three and a half years old, we have had

Zl

five women molesters.
MR. CHILDRESS:

The problem with -- we are talking

23

about how to deal with this sensitively, is also to be able

21

to deal with it sensitively, but be able to gather the material

25

to present our case to the District Attorneys office.

26

go in there and don't, get wrapped up in our own feelings

If we
1

or

27

don't know how to ask the questions properly to be able to

28

obtain the answers, then we are not going to have a case to
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present to the District Attorneys office.
2

3
4

the- who lL' dynamic of bc•ing able to d0<1 1 with this

investigation.

I can't tell you how much we support this

program, really.

We need your bill.

5

CHAIRNAN RAINS:

6

ANONYMOUS:

Thank you very much.

My name is Ann.

And both of our

7

daughters were molested, ages seven and nine, last fall, by

8

a pedophile, a man that lived up the street.

9

children involved.

10

There were four

Mainly, what I v.rould like to say is about SB-278.

ll

The offender is still in the court process.

12

MDSO, and now they are deciding whether it should be

13

in-patient or out-patient treatment.

11
15

felonies, and six misdemeanors, and pled
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

17

ANONYMOUS:

Eleven felonies and six misdemeanors?

-- pled guilty to five felonies and four

lH

misdemeanors.

19

in-patient or out-patient.

21

He was declared

In preliminary hearing, he was bound over on 11

16

20

~-

or

It's another part

And now they are deciding whether it should be

CHAIW~AN

RAINS·

See, that's outrageous, and that's

what we are trying to get at.

22

ANONYMOUS:

True.

~:;

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

How much time, if you know, did that

24

person serve, having suffered five felony convictions and four

25

disdemeanor convictions?

26

ANONYMOUS:

27

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

28

ANONYMOUS:

How much time has he served?
Yes, for his prior convictions?

Oh, there were no prior convictions.
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Thi';

ts

jn this case.

CHJ\I RHAN

2

3

There were four children involved.

RAH~S:

Oh, I'm sorry.

Had there been

any prior convictions?
ANONYl\10US :

No prior convictions, but there were

5

prior offenses which were brought out in

6

which were brought out by the defense, to he

7

had a pattern and was indeed MDSO.

s

prosecuted.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

9

o

In other

s HDSO hearing,
prove that he

He has ne'rer been

~.;ords,

the defense "I.AJas

1

coming forward, making admissions in order to get the person

11

into an MDSO program?
ANONYMOUS:

12

13

In order to go to the hospital instead

of prison.
CHAIRM.AN RAINS:

1s

Exactly, the Department of Mental

Health.
ANONYHOUS:

Yes.

One of my major concerns is that

11

one of the things that he used was he carried a hunting knife

w

all the time, and he, you know, would shave places on the

19

childrens' arms while he was saying, "Don't tell, you know, or

20

I will be in a lot of trouble."

21

threatened them, per se, verbally.
evidence all of the time.

And he never out and out
But the knife was in

That never came out ln

the testimony.

The D.A.'s attorney said it was because it

wasn't needed.

So, it is not in testimony now that there --

25

when they are considering whether it is to be in-patient or

26

out-patient treatment.

27
28

CHAIRtAA1\I RAJ:NS:

The molestations, were they,

although perhaps not violent, were they under duress, menace?
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ANONYMOUS:

Yes, they were definitely under duress.
There was a lot of coercion, a lot

2

They were not violent.

3

of what he thought he was doing was educating these children,

4

four girls, from seven to nine.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

5
6

So, clearly, the type where our bill

would call for mandatory prison?
ANONYMOUS:

7

Yes.

And also, they were all terrified.

s

You know, my children still have nightmares, although not

9

as many.

10

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

II

ANONYMOUS:

12

CHAI~ffiN

13

ANONYMOUS:

Are they both daughters?

They are both daughters.

RAINS:

Both girls.

All four of the children were girls.

14

And I spent weeks driving them to and from school, and them

15

waking up screaming in the night and terrified for their lives.

I(>

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

17

ANONYHOUS:

Yes.

Can you give us the various ages?
One seven year old, one eight year

tK

old and two nine year olds, one of whom lived in the home.

l'J

was a live-in boyfriend.

20

he moved in.

21

22

MS. BARNS:

He

But, the molests started as soon as

I would like to add that in the MDSO

proceedings, one psychiatrist ruled that he v,;as MDSO.

One

said he was not, and their testimony, Ann sat through, and
heard the one psychiatrist who said he was MDSO clearly state
<)C

~·'

that after all, the children must have enjoyed the experience

26

if they let it go on for some time.

27

a --no, I'm sorry, the man's attorney asked for a third

28

opinion, and the pyschiatrist who then evaluated the man had

The court then appointed
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for ---

been investi

program for

ld sexual

so.

2

ANONYMOUS:

3

other thing that I would like to

4

mention is that the children were on the stand at the

5

preliminary hearing for three and a half hours, to an hour and

6

I

45 minutes was the shortest time.

No parents were allowed in

7

the courtroom.

8

they were not to be allowed, and it was the first child who

9

was the in-home victim, was asked if it was all right if her

I

was told by the prosecuting attorney that

10

dad left the room.

II

not the parent she was living with.

And she said, yes.

And

12

partially because she had never talked to him about it.

And

13

it is excruciatingly embarrassing for these children.

lS

16

Her dad was an

, and hPr dad was

s?

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

This was one of your own

ANONY!'-10US:

No, this is the child who lived in

No.

the home with this guy.

r:

CHAIRMAN Rt\INS:

Oh, I see.

The offender.

ANONYMOUS:
The prosecuting

I'm sorry.
My two children were

19

next.

came out and told me that the

20

parents were not going to be allowed.

21

where the parents were potential witnesses.

22

go back in and make a motion or whatever attorneys do to ask

23

that we be allowed in, and she went in the courtroom --

Our's was not a case
I asked her to

this

was during a break, and came back out and said that she had
25

asked, and that it was denied.
hearing.

It was a closed

I later read the transcript, and there was no such

question ever asked recorded in the transcript.
28

Phat I have

been told is that the prosecution does not want the parents
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there because they think the children are likely to give more
2

graphic details if the parents are not there.

3

doesn't want them there because they think the children will

4

be more intimidated, which they certainly are, and will be

5

likely to give less evidence.

6

were not allowed to be in the courtroom at all.

7

"'~

CHAIR.HAN RAINS:

The defense

But the fact remains that we

Thank you.

I might add that what

8

you just informed me about, the psychotherapist, the one

9

psychiatrist ---

!0

MS. BARNS:

Psychiatrist.

II

CHAIRHAN RAINS:

Yes.

The psychotherapist,
t~e

12

generally it is a psychiatrist, one saying that

13

is MDSO, one saying that the person is not MDSO, happens to

!4

be the rule rather than the exception in MDSO proceedings.

15

And that's one reason -- because you can always find a

J6

psychiatrist to testify either way, I assure you.

17

MS. BARNS:

l!l

CHAIRivTAN RAINS:

nerson

That's right.
In any case, because I have gone

19

through them myself, as a prosecutor.

20

that I am determined to eliminate the MDSO program as it nmv

21

exists in California.

22

And that's the reason

I would like to say one more t.hinq, if

ANONYMOUS:

23

I may, and that is that I am also told that if this man is

24

given in-patient treatment and goes to the state hospital,

25

that the situation with pedophiles is they are usually returned

26

as not responding to treatment or untreatable, and that in

·>~

Ll

28

Marin County only one
MS. BARNS:

None that I am aware of.
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ANONYMOUS:
2

None

heard that there was

she is

of

who had actual

one ·-- I have

been

tenced
for

3

sentencing.
5

It's just not done

since

are not treatable

6

CHAIRMAN RlHNS:

7

ANONYMOUS~

8

CHAI&~N

9

n Mari

t's

most

aces in California.

They go back on the street.
Here,

~\INS:

are

back to the

Department of Corrections, to prison.

10

MS. BARNS:

Good.

ll

CHAIRHAN RAINS:

12

MS. BARNS:

l3

CHAIRHAN RAINS:

We support that.
Thank you very much.

Thank you.
Jessie Kloppenberq.

Ms.

11

Kloppenberg, for those of you who don't know her

15

president of an organization called S.L.A.M., which is one of

Jr,

the most active, I think, not just in California, but

l7

throughout the United States.

!8

closely with that

19

done so much good, and have rais

20

many people, especial

21

also.

the consciousness of so

in Southern Cal fornia, but elsewhere,

Thank you.
Thank you.

, the child molester, the child

been talking about al
one

of soci

Yes, I wanted to

, to talk about what we have

mention just a few

sex,

n, we have worked very

zation, as with others, and they have

HS. KLOPPENBERG:

21

find

i

's oldest taboos, the betrayal of children.

CHAIRJI1AN RAINS:

J'.1s.

rq, let me interrupt.

27

I have to leave by one to catch a plane.

28

Doolittle could stay longer.

I thought Senator

He informs me he has to leave by
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one as well.
2

MS. KLOPPENBERG:

3

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

4

Okay.
So, I guess I am going to have to

really ask each of the remaining witnesses to be short.
MS . I<LOPPENBERG :

5

It is an unpleasant problem.

The

6

public doesn't want to know about it, they are ignorant about

7

it.

8

the state are shocked when we go in to talk about it, inform

9

them about it, and then they are outraged.

They don't realize how prevalent it is.

People throuqhout

Throughout the year, when we have talked about the

10

11

problem, and brought up the case of the Amy Sue Seitz, who

12

was tortured, mutilated, raped, and finally killed, people

13

are outraged.

14

awareness.

IS

100,000 signatures asking that the laws be changed, be

16

strengthened, that mandatory sentences be given.

IJ

brought this crime out of the shadows into the light.

And we have tried so hard to promote public

l'le have grown to 41 chapters.

\Ale have gathered

Vle

have

These bills are some of the most encouraging steps

IB
19

that we have seen toward recognizing that the child is the

w

victim and not the criminal.

21

focusing on the criminal and completely forgetting about the

22

victim.

For too long has the laws been

SB-277 which is so important to be able to check the

background of these people that work with our children, that
24

are in trust positions.

25

printing came up, that we can fingerprint these people.

I was so pleased that the fingerEven

the block parent programs that are in different cities
'27

throughout the state fingerprint, and look into the background

28

before they are given the responsibility of being able to work
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I have

2

an

tc;m

ust an

re

t I want:<:ed

3

to you, that s

4

system and work with children.

5

Psychologist, Arthur Workman, who had a

6

with a young sex offender, who ultimate

7

boy was once legal

s

at a hospital for the criminal

9

has learned this.

o n'

u little

example of how people
A former Alameda County Child
~omosexual

affair

murdered a young

adjudged a sexual psy
insame.

and treated
The Oakland Tribune

But, despite his incarceration at the aqe

10

of 26 in the old Mendocino State

tal on a child molesting

1l

conviction, Workman

12

psychology,

13

state license to practice psychology, and win ?remotion to

to earn a doctorate in educational

a job as the county psycho

st, receive a

bead of the psychology staff of the Alameda Coun
It was as chief of the guidance cl

Javenile

15

Hall.

16

that 'v\lorkman began counselling, and having sex with James

17

Former Fisher, the Piedmont child molester.

w

murdered a five yeur old boy while on a weekend furlough recommended

j(}

by the doctor.

w

the weekend pass in the first place caused an uproar at the

21

time of the crime.

22

post until 1977, when he was forced to res

ic at juvenile hall

In 1974, Fisher

The killing and the decision to allow Fisher

Nevertheless, Workman remained in his

with molesting his 11 year old s

after being
son.

A review of

court documents and of icial records on the Workman case also
indicated the State Board of Medical Quality Assurance knew
26

that ~\lorkman' s convict ion and treatment, knew, as a sexua 1

27

psychopath, the on

28

mentally disordered sex offender when it issued him a license

term for what the law now calls a
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to practice psychology.
2

after Fisher was arrested for murder, says that t'7orkman had

3

opined that Fisher had improved considerably sexually, and

4

was not a danger to others.

5

testified at a juvenile court hearing in an unsuccessful

6

attempt to convince authorities not to send Fisher to adult

7

court for trial.

8

information indicating that in addition to Fisher, Workman

9

had homosexual relations with at least one other of his

After the murder, Norkman

A 1978 state investigation produced

10

charges at juvenile hall.

II

Psychology Division of the State Licensing Board said the

12

file of Workman's application indicates the examining committee

n

was aware of his criminal and psychiatric record, which

14

stemmed from his molesting a retarded boy while a special

15

education teacher in Shasta County in 1951."

16

one of many, many, many cases that I could tell you about.

17

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Ill

MS. KLOPPENBERG:

Howard Levy, Chief of the

And this is only

Could I have a copy of that?
Sure.

I would also like to say

19

that S.L.A.M. completely agrees with Dr. Swift, and Senator

20

Doolittle, that we are not sure that these programs work with

21

children.

22

somehow, we manage to monitor the program to see what is going

2;}

on and to check on what is happening with these children.

2·1

-

A confidential county report, written

And if there is going to be an exception, that

CHAIRMAN RA.INS:

What if we had some sort of

25

monitoring device with some agency or entity specifically

26

charged with the responsibility of reporting back after a one

27

year period or a two year period?

28

MS. KLOPPENBERG:

I think that would be fantastic.
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'I'hat would be great.
CHAI m!JJ\1'1

2

ill tho

3

5

I th

RJI. T

ll,

that s

havr rrnd and

eel

learned and heard,

I

form.

don't pretend to

I certai

think the bi

6

MS. KLOPPENBERG:

7

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

is sound in its present
rta n about anything.

Yes.
And this is the area, this is a

8

type of area where we

9

constantly to make sure that, in fact

lO

a sound

to reexamine our position
we are doing the right

thing.

ll

MS. KLOPPENBERG:

I agree.

12

CHAIRMAN RAINS

I

am

oing to instruct

13

the staff to prepare an amendment along those

11

going to have to give some

JS

agency would be, for monitoring what the time

J6

be.

I am

to what the app

MS. KLOPPENBERG:

l7

ines.

Okay.

lH

SB-278, it's excellent.

l'J

into our communties, to continual

And I wanted to say, on

We will hal

California truly has the

ought to

the exodus of pedophiles
prey on our children.

ty to become a 9ioneer in

2[

the protection of our sexual

22

happy.

abused children.

And I am so

Thank you.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Thank you, Ms. Kloppenberg, not

just for today, but for everything that you have done over a
25

long period of time.

You are r

, we are behind certain

other places, and I am determine to see that we go into the
27
28

vanguard, the forefront of good sound laws in this area.
MS. KLOPPENBERG:

VIDEO
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5

islature can work and can do the job.
CHAIRMAN Rl\

2

I just ho9e we enjoy the success

3

in the other House that I

4

Senate.

5

MS. KLOPPENBERG:

6

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

we are

ng to enjoy in the

Yes, so do I.
Mr. Seth Goliistein, vli th the

7

Berkeley Police Department, California State Juvenile Officers

8

Association, and

9

in law enforcement in this field.

one of the most recognized people

MR. GOLDSTEIN:

10

Thank you, Senator, and thank you

ll

for inviting me here today.

12

is try to at least limit my time by submitting a letter which

13

I sent to one of your staff members.
CHAIRJvlAN RAINS:

14
15

I think what I will try to do

Yes.

And, I will review the

letter.
MR. GOLDSTEIN:

16

Yes, yes.

But, to

ll

embellish upon that, let me speak about a couple of other

18

issues very quickly.

19

the concerns raised by many of us who testified at the

20

hearings in

21

to salute you for putting in print our concerns, because I

22

feel that they are very adequately and very sensitively

2:1

addressed.

2,l

25
21>

,_

Thank you.

27
28

Sout~ern

The package quite clearly addresses

California, and last year.

And I want

The Northern California Juvenile Officers Association,
of which I am the Chairman of our Committee on Sexual Abuse
and Sexual Exploitation of Children, conducted a survey of
Northern California -- pardon me, Northern California agencies
dealing with juvenile justice, mostly police agencies, some
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2

over an almost across

3

training or under tanding of the

4

sexual exploitation of children in law enforcement.

board, there was vc

What I will basical

5

of sexual abuse and

address r:ty comments to today

6

is Senate Bill 588.

7

made about the emotions that befall the o

8

investigate these cases, and how

You have heard a couple comments today

can understand that.

11

is very important.

s who

didn't or weren't

adequately prepared to deal with them.
10

1 ttle

And this is true.

I

And I think the training in that area

12

Let me just

13

system, and particula

11

ward.

15

victims in the City of Berke

J6

runaway, was involved in a criminal act, and not only because

II

the sys tc'111 wasn't prepared to deal with it, nor was t:he

draw

of hov-:r our

training, failed in another sense of the

We had come in contact with one of the

who v-ras a young boy who was a

officer, or were the officers who inves
!9

to deal with it.

Slayer

it nrepared

And this manifested itself by the child

being released out of the system back to his home in Southern
2!

California.

And the mother was never told of the connection,

how the boy was involved, perhaps in some activities with a
pedophile.

The mather was never told.

At that point, six

months later, she found her -- or perhaps it was six weeks
25

later, excuse me, she found that her son had been murdered,

26

was told that he was a victim of the Freeway Slayer.

27

year later, I testified before this Committee in Southern

28

California and met her, having only discussed the incident

VIDEO
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97

the tclQphone with her, prior, on another occasjon not related
2

3

•

to the original incident, as I wasn't involved.
And in talking

th her, I

learne~

that not only had

4

she not been informed with the child was initially brought into

5

our system about what was going on, but she had never been told

6

when she found out that he was killed by the Freeway Slayer.

7

And we spent a good ten or 15 minutes crying together about

8

just that very thing, that she was totally shocked, and I felt

9

like, you know, I had stuck the biggest foot in my mouth I had

10
II

ever done, because I didn't realize she didn't know about it.
This is what we are talking about, how these

12

officers need to understand where it is that the children are

13

coming from, and how it is the parents are going to react to

J cl

it and why.

15

specialist, as the police officer testified previously to me,

16

today, from San Rafael.

17

the officers who are learning about this type of thing

l!l

recognize it.

1'1

I had been on the street for a period of a little less than a

20

year, and I came to an individual whom I had no contactwith

21

before, after arresting his son, walked into

22

alleged son at this point -- walked into his house and found

2:l

photographs on his wall of nude boys.

24

it was just some kind of a weirdo, no big thing, the guy was

I think it needs to go further than just the

It needs to go to the academy where

Again, I will give you a personal example, where

or his

Well, I just thought

25

an artist or something, or a photographer and dismissed it. And

26

right now, we are still working on making this guy as not only

27
28

a purveyor of pornography, but perhaps running a prostitution
ring, which was ·--· has implications not only within the state
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nq, I didn't

J()IJlHl

2

3

ze it.

n'

was.

four or five years later that I

And

wasn't until

sent to a special school

that I learned what it was.

And, we had been investigating

5

this guy for,

contacts

6

realize the implication of 1.vhat it was that was happening.

7

' a

I v1ill summarize

s

th children.

say

We didn'

t'bat the total

8

package certainly addresses the issue of

9

outlines very clearly in its definitions what offenses

lia, that it

10

constitute the mandatory sentence requirement which we agree

ll

with in terms of

12

to do these offenses is involved,

13

the incestual or

11

needs to be addressed, as it does.

15

16

lia, where a person

fami

is inclinec'l.

it adequately delineates

situation, Hhich we feel also

CHAIRHAN RAINS:

n other words, it is your opinion

that there ought to be a distinction between the two?

17

MR. GOLDSTEIN:

18

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

19

CHAIRHAN Rl\IN.S:

::o

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

21

~N'ho

Yes.
If

may just ask.

Yes.
Well, do you feel that live-in

boyfriends ought to be included in this exception?
HR. GOLDSTEIN:

I think the issue has to be

.,.,
"''

motivation, and this is where the difference and the

24

investigation should concentrate.

25

\vhy the crime \vas committed, what was in the mind of the

26

offender, what motivated him to commit the offense.

27

a pedophile, through the investigation, and the correct

28

questioning of the people involved, of the examination of the

That is, one must look at
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If it is

99

facts, you will find out whether or not the man who has
comnd tted this of fen so, or woman, as we: have had instances of

2

3

that, was after that child

, specifically, it was a

4

child, or specifically because it was a particular child

5

within a family situation, and perhaps, what --- as we have

6

talked about, the stressing situation, or a family breakdown,

7

or the dynamics within the

8

point where the sexual attraction turns to the child.

9

ly of -- been eroded to the

SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

It seems to me the justification

10

we have heard for allowing boyfriends in this exception is

II

that they stand in the shoes of the parent.

12

the exact statistics are, but I am under the impression that a

13

high percentage of these live--in arrangments are rather

11

transitory things, and in fact, they do not stand in the shoes

15

of the parent, and would therefore, if that be the case, not

JfJ

be entitled to this exception.

17

M.R. GOLDSTEIN:

I don't know what

The problem with --- I think it was

lfl

alluded to before, it is a very

19

can't address all of the issues.

20

the investigators to find that, find out what has been in the

21

past, what kind of a record the individual has.

22

CHAIRMAN RAINS:

co~plicated

problem, and one

It becomes incumbent upon

Well, I might also add that, if in

23

fact, you have a transitory situation, then there can be no

21

finding of family breakup, and there would be mandatory prison

•)C

called for under SB-586.

,_,)

2f>

-

I

27

28

MR. GOLDSTEIN:

That's very true, yes.

Thank you

for your time.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

Thank you, sir, very much.
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Jill

00
Haddad, President of Mothers of Bakersfield.
2

1

the most active people

in, one of

n the state in assisting us in the

3

drafting of this legislation and raising the consciousness of

4

people with respect to the gravity of, and pervasiveness of

s

this situation.

Again, we thank you.

MS. HADDAD:

6

Thank you.

I

am Jill Haddad from

7

Bakersfield.

And I would like to say that I

s

comprehensive package, all six bills.

9

personally, Senator Rains, for not having our cries fall on

And I

do support this
thank you,

10

deaf ears, once again, when you took the ball and ran with it

ll

in your county.

12

apologize for the fact that we have the strongest legislation

13

in the country to protect our children.

11

15

I

don't think that you will ever have to

I would like, just brie

to go back to two weeks

ago when we were in Los Angeles.

]6

CHAIRMAN RAINS:
I

just want to add one caveat, that

I

am going to need your assistance, and that of Ms.

Iii

Kloppcnberq, and that of Ms. Coby, and a lot of others who

19

have the tenacity and determination that I know you have,

Our toughest fights are ahead, I

before this becomes law.
21

22

23

21
:~5

21>

~l:-;StHe

you.

MS. HADDAD:

The fact that we are tenacious, I am

glad you notice that.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

The Committee I chair was out

easiest step.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

We need the Vice Chairman of

28
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2

3

Committee here, I think, Mr. Chairman.

MS. HADDAD:

5
6
7

8

•

9

I would like to go back to our

hearing in Los Angeles when we brought the pedophile forward,
and to caution this Committee that in case I didn't bring
it up at that time, I think I brought it up to you privately,
Senator.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

10

11

Yes.

Yes.

Your comments after the hearing

were very interesting, very enlightening.
MS. HADDAD:

12

Yes.

Now, I know this man very well,

13

and several other pedophiles very well.

11

time talking with them to try and find out what goes on in

JG

their mind, so that I can tell you how they seduce your

J6

children.

I spend a lot of

Now, I don't know if it was recognizable to the

17
18

Committee, but this man was very articulate.

He has attended

19

college, he is 38 years old.

20

pedophiles, and he isn't really too crazy about other

21

pedophiles.

22

time turning in scoutmasters and Big Brothers, and what have

23

you.

24

Doolittle was the one that questioned his sexuality, he

25

immediately reverted to age nine, and started explaining to

26

you what a nice guy he was, because these children didn't have

27

shoes, they didn't have clothing, they didn't go to school,

28

they never got to go to Disneyland, they never had steak and

When you are talking about other

In fact, he is an informant, and spends a lot of

But, the minute that you people -- I think Senator
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1' )h;; t
2

c r un l i 1 h

liiii'W

11m

Ill<'

on

c <liTH' a 1 on q .

u no

r

So,

<)0

and

sc•duced him.
ute

3

Committee recoqnlzcd that,

tho

4

Lhi

5

that the Big Brothers and 95 percent in

6

thinking.

Y'>

hey

we

day, and

when he jumps up and says
ltrated, that's his

Now, surely, we all know that

7

ceo how

a pedophile will seek

8

employment and seek volunteer organizations, not just the

9

Big Brothers.

I

It's where the children go, so go the pedophile,

10

If something happened to my husband tomorrow, where would I go

II

to look for companionship?

12

sexual partner, a potential husband?

13

Biq Brothers organization or the Boy Scouts o
I

am not a pedophile.

I

Where would I
I

go to look for a

wouldn't qo to the
&"nerica because

would go where adults conqr

I

IS

just wanted to point that out because this man was talkinq to

16

you at two differen

l7

Committee to pick up on that, because I

levels that day, and I wanted the
spent hour

with this man and others who think like he th nks.
IY

talking
He never

grew up sexually.
I

was very, very impressed with Dr. Swi t's testimon

ll

simply because we have some common ground for agreemen .

22

state of Washington is in very, very extensive programs with
their victims, and their offenders.
researched that extensively.

LS
26

27
28

The

I am sure Mr. Cohen has

I talked with Bill Prance, ln

the state of Washington, last week.

And when we were

talking about -- I was talking about in-house versus out-ofhouse.

I

I am not familiar, or that -- I don't have any

expertise in the in-house situations.

I deal with sexually
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exploited children, and we have learned to divorce the two
2

here in the state o£ California.

3

about what I was talking about.

4

in-house and out--of-house?"

5

incestuous as opposed to the nice man down the street.

6

he says that anyone who receives their sexual gratification

7

from a child is a pedophile, which

8
9

He says, "vlhat_ do you mean

And I tried to explain to him

180 degrees from my way

the people that I have been trained by.
Therefore, we need some grounds for common

11

agreement nationwide.

12

they live in Oregon versus California.

13

problem.

14

And

I of thinking, simply because of Roland Summit, Lloyd Jl1.artin and

10

-

He hac] absolutelv no idea

Pedophiles aren't different because
It is a universal

I would like to say that I don't understand why the

15

courts or why the Legislature allows the courts to bring in

J6

anywhere from three to five psychiatrists to testify that a

II

person is MDSO or isn't MDSO, or how this person will best be

18

served, or how the community will best be served when one of

19

the leading experts in the nation in this area is Dr. Roland

20

Summit, and he will be very quick to tell you that out of 12

21

years of schooling, he received less than one hour's worth of

22

training on all sex offenses combined.

23

is no training in these areas.

24

privately, and he has stated it publicly. As far as training

25

for officers, there is a class being held next week in Eureka,

26

at the Police Academy, College of the Redwoods.

27

be in attendance.

28

the District Attorneys offices, the Child Protective Services

That there just -- ther

And he has stated that to me

We will all

I am hoping that the police agencies, and
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l'

2

Roland Summit wi l

be

3

be there one day.

And if we could

4

their people to be trained, you know, it is possible that our

5

victims wouldn't suffer the trauma of a

6

beat, that isn't a bad po ice officer,

7

understand the problem.
I

8
9

ng one

and a

e wi l

these agencies to send

lice officer on the
just c.on l t

It is not that

are bad people.

want, again to caution the Committee about the

people, Jessie and I, Seth,

, Roland, we have all worked

10

very, very hard for children.

ll

community, and national

12

mentally.

There are other people in this

that are also working for children

They are

love

to convince us that

children and arc working for children.
the Pedophile Information

Such

zations as

in London, once

15

this is their publication, you send them a check

J(,

send you a child, mail-order children.

II

'rhe Rene

Soc

once

IB

is "Sex by Year Eight, or Else it

19

Angeles, 5,000 members.

n

in,
will

whose motto

s Too Late," based in Los

And I read into the transcript two

21

bisexual sex with whom

want

ss of age, starting

at about age four, on and on.
NAMBLA, the North American Man-Boy Love Association,
based on the east coast, they have thousands of members.
26

such as the Child Lovers Handbook, Guide to Better Child

')~

~·

28

Loving," that tells every pedophile in the world how to get
a child into your car, into your home, hO'V7 to pick one up at
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the theatres, how to get one at the park, at the schools,
2

t·!w

younq on0s

an~,

which lists 338 plnc0s arounrl the nation---

CIIAIH.MAN RAINS:

3

MS. HADDAD:

s

commercially sold?

Well, it's sold

undergroun~,

yes.

s

publication, "Where the Young Ones Are,,. it had no dirty

6

pictures.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

7

a

·e

This

But, not in regular commercial

establishments?
MS. HADDAD:

9

No, no.

"Where the Young Ones Are"

10

sold 70,000 copies at $5.00 each, in 13 months.

11

in prison right now.

12

child molesters can pick up victims around the United States.

It lists 338 places

~vhere

This man is
travelling

Again, to close, I will mention just a few of the

13
11

rap sheets that I have, such as Theodore Frank's,

J5

Alcala's, and the one that I read in L.A.

16

yes.

17

Story:

18

Criminal Justice System," out of the Legislative Investigating

19

Commission in Illinois, which is also excellent.

20

Exploitation of Children," out of the Illinois Legislative

21

Investigative Commission.

22

project.

23

called, "I Like Children," and advertised for instructors and

21

camp counsellors in magazines such as the Broadstreet Journal,

25

another child molesting magazines, and then published the

26

letters that the pedophiles wrote back, who wanted to be camp

27

counsellors and instructors.

28

Ro~ney

Penal Code Revision,

'rhe state of Washington, "The Sexual Abuse Victim's
He told me not to tell." "Child molestation in the

"The Sexual

They did a three year research

They went so far as to set up a phoney summer camp,

I am on the Board of Directors of the Foundation
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for America s Sexual
2

"A crime

3

a

t

Children
1."

a c

ide to kil

a child's

and our motto is

To us
And

is worse

thank you for your

I

efforts.
CHAIRMAN RAINS:

5

Thank you, Ms" Haddad.

I am going

6

to have to really rush.

7

as well.

8

I believe it is, from Berke

9

am going to ask the Project Director, Mr. Cohen, to assume

know that Senator Doolittle must

I

Bruce W.,

~r.

There is one further witness, a

who would like to tes

10

the responsibility of cone

ll

I

12

the Policy Committee in the House of

13

mean they are in perfect shape.

!4

trying to continue the

JS

convinced that we do have to have some sort of Sunset

j{,

provision on portions of SB 586, and certainly,

will say that even

type of program that

i'1s.

al

have become

I

monitoring

to.

K

think

I

I

went into them

knowing perhaps more than the average person becat1se of my

was, and

realize now just how i

s how i

I

22

society are with respect to the

23

just how very pervasive it is.
attended today.

most of the

e in

of this situation and
So

those of you who

I

I thank you e

educational process which

28

think that we each are

I

for

LJ

27

As I depart,

in, that does not

process.

own professional background,

2h

I

the bills have now emerged from

These hearings
19

ng this hearing.

fy.

al

for he

ng the

will result in better

ful

legislation in the long run.
So, although, Mr. Windrem, I am going to have to
leave, and not hear your tes

'

I

11 be afforded the
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opport.unity to read it as soon as it is transcribed,
a~preciate

2

should be within about a week.

3

'I'herc may be others us well tvho wish to testify, and if so,

4

again, that will be !Jart of the transcript, not only for my

5

review, but for the review of others who will be analyzing

6

and voting upon these bills.

MR. W.:

7

And I

~v-hich

you coming.

Thank you very much.

My name is Bruce,

Ned.

I have known

8

ever since junior high school, I have been, let us say, turned

9

on to junior high age girls.

10

sympathy, I

While I can understand people's

feel like I am being legislated out of existence.

It is hard for me to value other people's romantic

It
12

happiness, if what I value is considered a crime by people,

13

degrading, painful.

14

honest.

15

as I

16

but if it throws light on the picture, and if it can help me,

17

why

w

able to-- let's put it this way, would you be willing to give

19

up sex with your tvi fe for the good of the com:rnuni ty?

w

you be willing to give up being around somebody you feel fond

21

of because of the community?

22

any crime against a child.

2:1

percentage of being law-abiding?

24

I enjoy?

25

I

I

wish I could -- I wish I

can tell you that I

can't be -- I

could be

can say as much

can right now, because I don't know what good it will do,

I

have tried to learn to like older women.

I have been

l•Jould

I have never been convicted of
But, still, I feel like what is the
Nhat gain do I get?

I wish I knew what to tell people, except

\'lhat do

I wish

26

I knew what to say, except that I wish that ! could at least be

27

honest with the girl involved, and not wind up going to jail

28

just for being honest.

I would not want to
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J don't like to

J

fool

e.

pa

2

3

one ln 588 tha

4

to

s

, you just

involved i

6

agencies.

7

I

I

have never

ld.

a

5

semi-private

have not felt

think

bene

the comm.uni
For whatever reason

9

a boy that wound up 1

10

better if he had not

11

now, I am

13

ted

fi

s

them.

not me.
If you

I

you say it would
have been born

to de

I am here

much as possible.
said you were

.'

HR. COHEN

!2

the

' e

attracted to
MR. W.:

MR. COHEN

J5

J6

you are dat ng
MR.

l7

That

how

..

you

24

how

r

s she?
th some-

te

women

I

91

mainly in their mi
MR. COHEN:

what you are s

l

you have an attractio
I

thou

rls ll to 16.

you also
bracket

j\1R.

w.:

27

~1R.

COllEN:

But,

you had had sexual

relations with
26

l

t

MR. W.:

22

2:)

The

You made a reference that

:~o

21

de

is she?

MR. COHEN:
!9

a

wo

r

unde stand.

answer

What

28

ViDEO ·AUDIO

s that incorrect?

INC

t question.
mean, what

109
I am getting at is, the

egi

tion at hand would

to

children under 14.
2
3

MR. W.:

Well,

rom--

4

MR. COHEN:

Your other statement, I think, that you

5

were going to defend yourself, I don't think that it is the
6

intent of the State Legislature in passing this legislation or
7

even getting into this area, to deny your existence or to say
8

that you are not a person, which, I

think is what your reference

9
~1/as.

10

ll

MR. W.:

Well --

12

MR. COHEN:

13
14

15
16
17

18

But that conduct does do harm to children,

expecialy under 14, which is the

ic line for this legis-

lation, and that the purpose of this is to show or to encourage
people to try and change if they have the feelings that you do.
Now, are you saying that there is just absolutely no way that
you think you could ever change?

19

MR. W.:
20
21
22

23

24

25

fortable.

I don't think so.

That's the way I feel.

To me, I feel comI would not want to -- I

!think that the girl ought to be willing, and ought to be
informed.
tricked.

I would not want to do it against her will or be
There is nothing here involved with

right with her?

- was it all

Did she know what she was getting into?

27

28
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t

2

re

to

e a allowance made on

3

the idea that she knew what she was getting into, that the

4

guy was level with her, that the guy did not use force or

s

threats.

6

J:~ade.

7

In that case, I think there should be arrangements

MR. COHEN:

I think the area, sir, that you get into

B

a problem with is, there has been a long discussion of sexual

9

activity with teenagers who have reached maturity.

I guess

w

that comes under what is called the statutory rape la\111.

ll

we are not talking about that.

12

who have not reached sexual maturity, often have not reached

13

biological maturity.

14

protect those people, because later on, we know that when this

iS

does occur -·-- we heard the testimony o:j: Dr. Swift, that they

16

suffer serious psychological consequences.

17

MR.

W.:

But,

We are talking about people

And it is the duty of the public to

I was molested when I was 11 years

18

old, when I was in a boys institution.

19

institution from the time I was ten until I was 13 years old.

20

I was out of contact with girls during that period of

21

When I came back the boy-girl situation had completely changed.

22

At that time, too, the school was not very qoo0.
institution.

26
27
28

It 1...-ras an

It was not -·- and a lot of the boys there were

not all that good academically.
25

I was in this boys

And so it was not -·- and I

a lot of catching up to do, so that I had a great deal of
catching up as far as homework, and school ".10rk, and I took a
very heavy student load because I wanted to be an engineer.
That interferred with time spent trying to see
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trying to

111

take out girls, or do anything with girls.

I had no --- my dad

2

was not a man that I could -- he did the best that he could,

3

but he did not have experiences with girls, in some human

4

relations.

s

Whatever I had to do, I had to do on my own.

6

oftentimes younger girls were more comfortable with me than

1

older girls.

s

rapport.

He did the best he could, but he was lacking.
I found out that

So, I felt like there was a kind of a two·-way

If you are going to set a line about what the line

9
10

is for molestation, I think we are going to have to set a

11

definition of what social maturity is, what an understanding

12

of the implication is, because I think there are people who

13

are immature in their 30's, and there are people who can be

l4

mature by 14, in certain ways.

15

they have a certain amount of sense.

16

arbitrary line of age is going to be political, and it is not

17

going to --

They are not educated, but
I think setting an

18

It has been the law in this state since

MR. COHEN:
!9

1872, that child molestation is under the age of 14.

Since

20

1872, in the State of California, it has been child molesting
21

to have any sexual activity with a child under the age of
22

14.

This is not new.

23
24

MR. W.:

Okay.

However, peoples' physiology is

25

new.

21J

earlier. And I wish I could be able to state, without getting

27

28

It is -- boys and girls have been maturing earlier and

graphically, the feelings that I have felt

an~

not had been

able to carry out, as a 13 and 14 year old boy, and the way I
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!felt like that girls were responding to me.
I had
the
1
basic rud
sex education.
I did not have friends who

ljwere very
II

proficient at dating.

I

feel like, in a lots of ways,j

have been retarded, but where do you catch up?

catch up?

l

I

How do you

Does this mean that some guy, because he has not been

5

in contact -- does this mean that a
6

MR. COHEN:

Have you ever heard of the Parents United

7

s

I

Program before today, Hank Giarretto 1 s program?

The program

that was mentioned here by Elizabeth Coby?

9

MR.

w.:

have heard of a program.

I

I

didn't know of

10

its name, yes.

I

am not a parent.

I

am not married.

I

do not

ll

have children.
12

13

MR. COHEN:

The name is Parents United.

But I think

that they do provide services to people who may have the feel14

15
16

17
18
19

20
21
22

23
24

ings that you do.

I

would suggest that, I will be quite frank,

the State Legislature is not going to lower the age of molestation below the age limit of under 14.
MR. W.:

I can understand that.

But, the po

is,

that how is one person going to be able to value other people?
If one person has not been able to get his or her sexual whatever, interests met, how is he or she going to be able to va
other people?

How is that person going to be able to have

respect for other people?
MR. COHEN:

We all have emotional needs, we also have

25

physical needs.

26

elusion, you could then end up arguing that unless a person, as

27

they existed, had all their emotional and physical needs met,

28

that they would not longer have any obligation to anybody

If you take your point to its logical con-

L__________________________________________________________________________
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in society.

We would then really have no criminal laws.

would not have a society.

We

Everybody would just be doing their

2

own thing.

Unfortunately, it doesn't work quite that simply.

3

MR.

w.:

I understand that.

But then, you go to the

other extreme, too, that it everybody went along with society,
5

or with a set rule of play, nobody would have their emotional
6

needs met.
7

MR. COHEN:

You are absolutely right, you can go too

8

far, and then everybody is in a straight-jacket, and you can
9

have a very repressive society.
10

MR.
11
12

13
14

15

w.:

Okay.

Well, to me, that is a society that I

would be more comfortable with than the other one, because then
everybody would be able to understand me.
MR. COHEN:

Thank you for your testimony, Mr.

This hearing is adjourned.
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17
18
19
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20
21

22
23
24
25

26
27

28
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